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Background documentation
The Twenty-third World Health Assembly decided (WHA23.26)1 that the subject of the next
organizational study should be "Medical Literature Services to Members" and requested the
Executive Board to report to the Twenty-fourth World Health Assembly on the progress of the
study.
The Executive Board, at its twenty-fourth session in January 1971, appointed a
Working Group to make a preliminary study and, having considered the report of this group,
reported (EB47.R48)2 in its turn to the Twenty-fourth World Health Assembly that it
"1.
CONSIDERS that the continuation of thé study for another year
would be essential；
2.
REQUESTS the Director-General to proceed with the collection
and analysis of any further information which might assist the Working
Group in continuing the preparation of the study;,，
At a meeting that took place during the Twenty-fourth World Health Assembly, the Working
Group approved with some amendment s the text of a questionnaire to Member States submitted to
it by the Director-General.
The Twenty-fourth World Health Assembly, having considered the
recommendations contained in resolution EB47.R48, decided (WHA24.37)3 "that the study on medical
literature services to Members should be continued for another year" and requested the Board
"to report on its study to the Twenty-fifth World-Health Assembly".
Since the twenty-fourth session of the World Health Assembly, replies to the questionnaire
have been received from 65 Members, and a report on these by the Director-General has been made
in document
In arranging for the preparation of material to serve as a basis for the Board*s study,
it seemed that a statement of the Organization*s medical literature services to Members would
be more meaningful if presented against the background of a general consideration of the
origins, development, nature and role of medical literature, and a brief review of the services
that facilitate its utilization, which are presented as an Annex to this document.
Moreover,
there has in recent years been so much discussion in the medical and scientific press of what
has been variously referred to as the "information explosion" and the "literature explosion"
that it seemed timely that the Board should take a broad look at the whole subject of biomedical communications, nationally and internationally, by the medium of the printed word.

о
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Since the Annex was circulated to members of the Board, it has been sent to the various bibliographical services mentioned in it, and updated and corrected in the light of their comments.
In the Annex studies of scientific literature in general which may be taken to be applicable to a varying extent to the literature of the medical sciences have been included.
Moreover , the term "medical literature’’ has been taken to comprise not only exclusively medical
books and journals, but also such other literature as would find a proper place in a medical
library.
This includes the general scientific weekly journals, which often contain biomedical
communications of major importance, and the literature of disciplines basic to medicine, such
as physiology, biochemistry and biophysics.
The report consists of two main sections, dealing respectively with what the Organization
is already doing, and with some indications of what more it might do in the future.
The Annex 一 "General Survey of Medical Literature'1 - represents an attempt to summarize
the current situation of medical and related literature and of the major services that simplify
access to it.
In this part, there is a brief historical introduction (section 1), followed by
an annotated inventory (section 2) of the various types of literature that are of significance
for medical research, medical education, and the practice of medicine.
This is followed
(section 3) by a discussion of linguistic aspects of contemporary biomedical literature, and
a consideration (section 4) of some factors influencing its dissemination.
Section 5 indicates
in very summary form what are the major fully or partially automated services that exist to
exploit to the maximum the fund of knowledge stored in the current literature of biomedicine.
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WHO ACTIVITIES
1.

PRESENT WHO MEDICAL LITERATURE SERVICES TO MEMBERS

The major service that WHO provides to members in respect of medical literature is its
comprehensive range of publications arising from or directly related to WHO activities.
In
addition, WHO circulates to international groups collaborating in its technical work unpublished
documents； provides medical books and periodicals in support of WHO projects； procures medical
literature on behalf of Members； provides medico-bibliographical information and photocopies
on request; administers a scheme for the international exchange of duplicate medical literature ； gives assistance in the training of medical librarians； and provides advisory services
to medical libraries.
.1

WHO publications

The WHO publishing programme was the subject of organizational studies by the Executive
Board in the course of three of its major sessions: namely, the ninth in 1952 and the twentythird and twenty-fifth in 1959 and 1960.
For the first of these studies the Director-General
submitted a factual report on WHO publications,1 while for the second and third he prepared
a more comprehensive r e p o r t I n the 10 years that have elapsed since the publication Of
the latter report, -there has been no fundamental change in the WHO publishing policy, although
the programme has evolved in response to changing needs.
One of the most important developments during this decade was the decision of the World Health Assembly that, starting in 1961,
many WHO publications would also be issued in the Russian language.
Until then, only the
WHO Chronicle had been available in Russian.
In the report published in 1960, there was included a synoptic table of WHO publications
in which they were classified by type as under:
PERIODICALS
Popular：

World Health

General:

WHO Chronicle

Scientific and technical:

Bulletin of the World Health Organization

Legislative:

International Digest of Health Legislation

Statistical :

World Health Statistics Report (new title)

MONOGRAPHS AND BROCHURES
These included the Monograph Series and Public Health Papers
REFERENCE WORKS
Specifications and standards:

Pharmacopoea Internationalis

Directories :

World Directory of Medical Schools

Bibliographies :

Publications of the World Health Organization:
A Bibliography

Manuals:

International Classification of Diseases

Statistical:

World Health Statistics Annual (new title)

Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Org.

1952, No. 40, 93-106.

Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org.

1960, m . 99, 125-157.
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ADVISORY REPORTS
These referred to the reports of international groups of experts published in the
Technical Report Series, of which more than 450 have already been issued.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
Popular

Brochures and leaflets for the information of
the public

Scientific and technical

Technical books and brochures not issued in a
numbered WHO series

Commemorative

e.g. the volume celebrating the first and second
10 years of WHO

OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS
These included the whole of the Official Records series, including the Annual Reports
of the Director-General and the Reports on the World Health Situation.
Full descriptions of the nature, purposes and distribution of these various classes of
WHO publications were given in the 1960 report, and it does not seem necessary to repeat them
here.
However, it is perhaps desirable to emphasize that the WHO publishing programme is not
conceived as an end in itself•
In general, WHO publications are the vehicles for making
available to governments of Member countries and their health workers the product of specific
WHO activities or of continuing WHO programmes.
Without the medium of publication these
activities and programmes would be without impact.
The WHO linguistic policy for publications was originally that all of them should be
issued in both English and French, either in separate editions or bilingually.
However, at
its sixth session in 1950 the Executive Board decided that, in view of its technical character,
an exception should be made in the case of the Bulletin of the World Health Organization, and
that articles in it should be published either in English or in French, according to the language in which they were submitted.
In either case, articles were to be accompanied by a
summary in the other language.
The present situation is that all publications except the
Bulletin are issued in both English and French editions, or in a single bilingual edition, and
that many are also published in Russian and Spanish.
The whole of the Official Records series
is published in all four languages.
Apart from the priced publications issued from the WHO headquarters and included in the
Catalogue of World Health Organization Publications y a substantial volume of priced publications
is issued by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau/WHO Regional Office for the Americas.
In
addition to the two periodicals mentioned in section 2.2, these include a series of "Scientific
Publications", most of which result from technical meetings of various kinds and are published
in Spanish, often with separate editions also in English.
In the seven-year period 1964-1970
201 such publications were issued.
There were also 98 of a series of Official Documents in
separate English and Spanish editions, comparable to the WHO Official Records series, and
various miscellaneous publications,
None of the other WHO Regional Offices has a programme of printed and priced publications
generally available to the public by sale.
The literary productions of these other Regional
Offices are therefore mentioned in section "1.2 WHO Documents".
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1.2

WHO Documents

From its inception, WHO has supplemented the supply of information to Members in published
form by the issue of technical documents of far more restricted circulation.
The documents
produced in WHO headquarters were originally mimeographed, but are now produced by photooffset.
They are issued in different series, identified by a symbol - e.g. W H O / M A L , W H O / V D T followed by the last two digits of the year and a serial number.
Collectively, these documents
cover most of the subjects for which technical units have been established at WHO headquarters.
Many of them are prepared for expert committee meetings, or meetings of scientific or study
groups, but their distribution is not confined to those attending these meetings but, typically,
extends to members of WHO Expert Advisory Panels, WHO International Reference Centres and
other collaborating laboratories and institutions, and WHO technical staff at headquarters, in
Regional Offices and in the field.
The recipients of these documents constitute - to use the
term coined by Robert Boyle in 1646 - an "invisible college", comparable in many ways to the
short-lived Information Exchange Groups.^
Distribution of WHO technical documents on a wider
scale, e.g. to libraries, is not encouraged.
In the case of priced publications distribution
is largely achieved indirectly, through pre-existing sales networks, which redistribute to
individual purchasers bulk quantities provided by WHO.
In the case of unpriced documents, no
such redistribution channels exist, and the dissemination of large numbers of them to individual
recipients would be beyond the capacity of the available clerical staff.
To the extent possible, WHO technical documents are issued in both English and French,
but their volume is such that it would not be possible to produce all of them in both languages
without a considerable increase in staff.
All WHO technical documents are systematically screened as possible candidates for publication in the WHO Bulletin, and such of them as appear to be of more than ephemeral value
are selected, in consultation with the originating technical unit, for publication, often in
a revised or amplified form.
Reference has been made in the previous section to the publications of PASB/WHO.
The
WHO Regional Offices for Africa, South-East Asia, Europe, the Eastern Mediterranean, and the
Western Pacific all issue not only Annual Reports of the Regional Directors and Annual Programme and Budget Proposals, but also technical documents that are occasionally printed but
usually produced by mimeograph or some other office machine.
Such documents are usually
reports or other products of technical meetings#
They are not generally available by sale,
but are distributed free of charge to participants in the meetings, to interested governments,
and to qualified health workers who request copies.
1•3

Medical literature other than WHO publications and documents

Medical books and journals are often provided to institutions in Member countries in
support of a specific WHO-assisted project•
Sometimes the supply of medical literature is a
project in itself.
Such projects appear in the WHO Programme and Budget for 1971 for each of
the six WHO regions•
WHO also procures medical literature on behalf of Members on a reimbursable basis.
In 1970, the total value of purchases made by WHO under both these headings was
rather more than $ 250 000.
1.4

The WHO library

The need for an adequate library and reference service, as an essential adjunct to the
technical work of the Organization, was recognized from the earliest days of the Organization；
and it was in December 1946 that the first books and periodicals were acquired and initial
arrangements made to deal with urgent library requirements.

1 See section 2.7.
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From these beginnings, the WHO library has grown rapidly, its collections keeping pace
with the expanding technical work of the Organization.
By the end of 1971, thanks in part
to the inheritance of the library of the Office International d'Hygiène Publique, Paris, it
contained over 90 000 volumes, two-thirds of which consisted of bound volumes of periodicals,
in addition to large collections of documents of WHO and the United Nations family and official
governmental reports.
Although a representative collection is maintained of modern books in
the major languages of medical publication on most branches of medicine, special emphasis is
placed on public health, communicable diseases, environmental health and the other medical
specialties of particular interest to WHO.
The present library accommodation can house
approximately 120 000 volumes, but a continuing study is made of use, so that a planned programme of withdrawals can be effected with a view to maintaining the size of the library at
a reasonable level without at the same time reducing its value to the WHO staff.
A special
feature is the large collection of current medical and scientific periodicals, of which 3158
were being received regularly as of October 1971, 1418 being obtained in exchange for WHO
publications, 878 by subscription and 862 by gift.
The international character of this
collection is shown by the fact that the 3158 periodicals are published in 116 different
countries or territories, 106 being Member States of the Organization.
Another collection of note is that of medical and health statistics and reports of Member
States and their institutions.
Approximately 2300 such reports are received annually from
162 different countries and territories, 121 being Member States•
The growth in size of the library has been accompanied by a corresponding increase in
the services offered and in the use made of such services.
The original conception of the
WHO library as a working collection designed primarily for the use of the WHO Secretariat has
had to be adjusted to the fact that it is now one of the larger collections of current medical
and public health literature in Europe and is called upon more and more for loans to other
libraries arid for the supply of photocopies of literature not easily obtainable elsewhere,
In 1970 approximately 14 000 photocopies totalling over 250 000 pages were made, mostly
for the use of WHO staff both at headquarters and in the regions.
Nearly 4600 photocopies,
however, were supplied to institutions in 25 Member States.
The regional structure of WHO has led to the establishment of small libraries in the
Regional Offices, and the WHO library in Geneva functions as a central library, providing a
central acquisition and cataloguing service and supplementing the local resources by loans,
photocopies and assistance in dealing with reference inquiries.
A reference service on medical and public health subjects is available on request not
only to WHO staff but to the medical and health departments and institutions of WHO Member
States and to the United Nations and specialized agencies.
A large number of inquiries are
dealt with, ranging from the identification of references to the compilation of bibliographical
surveys of available literature.
Much of this work is of an ephemeral character, but in
cases where such bibliographies might have a wider use, consideration is given, in collaboration with the relevant technical section, to publication, and a number of comprehensive bibliographies have been published in bilingual editions.
The MEDLARS search centre in WHO will become operative at the beginning of 1972.
The WHO library is also responsible for the collection, maintenance and bibliographic
monitoring of all the documents and printed publications issued by WHO not only in Geneva but
in the Regional Offices.
A detailed analytical index by author, subject and country is
maintained to this unique collection.
That part of the index relating to WHO publications is
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collected and published in English and French editions to form a comprehensive analytical
bibliography to all articles in WHO periodicals and to all other WHO publications, inclucjing
chapters by individual authors in symposia and other collected works#
Three such bibliographies have been published covering the period from 1947 to 1967.
It also administers a scheme for the International Exchange of Duplicate Medical Literature, by which medical libraries notify WHO of surplus medical literature that they are prepared to donate to other libraries.
From time to time lists of material offered, with the
names of the donor libraries, are distributed to all participating libraries.
The onus is on
the individual libraries to inform each other of their requirements, WHO distributing only such
of its own surplus material as has been requested.
At present, 106 libraries in 43 countries
participate in this scheme.
Surplus material from the WHO library, Geneva, is offered first
to the WHO Regional Offices, and by September 1971 the total number of items distributed to them
and to libraries of Member countries had reached 111 330.
A distinguishing feature of the Щ 0 library is its use as a training centre.
WHO fellowships have been awarded for training or study tours for medical librarians, who often spend a
considerable part of their period of study in the WHO library.
Similar facilities have been
made available to UNESCO and IAEA fellows.
An indirect form of medical literature service provided, on a small scale, to Members is
assistance in training for medical librarianship.
In one of its regions, WHO made a survey
of 30 medical libraries, most of them attached to medical faculties of universities, in seven
countries.
This was followed by a series of three WHO courses in medical librarianship in
the years 1964-1966, the last of which was held at the WHO library in Geneva.
In all, 30
medical librarians from eight countries attended the courses.
Surveys of medical libraries
have also been made by WHO in other regions•
The most advanced example of international assistance in medical librarianship is the
РАНО Regional Library of Medicine in Sâo Paolo, Brazil.
This was established as a result of
a thorough two-year study of needs in biomedical communications in South America.
The funds
necessary for its establishment were provided by the Ministries of Health and of Education
and Culture of Brazil, the United States National Library of Medicine, the Commonwealth Fund,
and the Pan American Health Organization (РАНО). During 1970, a total of 239 bibliographic
services were provided to institutions in eight Latin American countries, and short practical
courses lasting from one to four weeks were attended by 26 biomedical librarians.
The development of the work of the Regional Library of Medicine is guided by a Scientific Advisory
Committee, which held its fourth meeting in August 1971 and recommended that the priorities for
1972 should be:
"(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
2.

Completion and development of the library holdings.
Completion of the library staff#
Development of the training programme.
Gradual expansion of services throughout Latin America.M

POSSIBLE CHANGES IN WHO MEDICAL LITERATURE SERVICES

Subject to the views of members of the Board, it would not, in the opinion of the DirectorGeneral ,serve a useful purpose to discuss a possible reduction in the scale of the activities
mentioned in section 1.
It remains, therefore, to consider whether there should be changes
of emphasis, expansions of existing activities, or the addition of new activities.
2.1

Language policy

The present policy as regards languages of WHO technical publications is discussed in
section 3 of the Annex to this document.
As is mentioned there, all publications with the exception of the Bulletin are published in both English and French.
In addition, all volumes in
the Technical Report Series, the Monograph Series and Public Health Papers are also published
in Spanish.
In the case of the Russian editions of these WHO series, only selected titles are
published within the limits of the budgetary provision, the choice being made by consultation
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between the "Medicina" Publishing House, Moscow, and the Organization.
Conversely, there is
a cover-to-cover translation of the WHO Bulletin in Russian but not in Spanish, although Spanish
translations of Bulletin articles are sometimes published by the WHO Regional Office for the
Americas in the Boletín de la Oficina Sanitaria Panamericana, which also publishes abstracts in
Spanish of other articles in the Bulletin.
A question that immediately arises is whether it is logical that there should be a selective policy for editions of WHO technical publications in Russian, but not for those in the
other languages of publication.
It may be argued that the same considerations that determined
that Bulletin articles should be published only in the original language are also applicable to
a highly specialized monograph - especially as it is not usually possible to publish a translation of a short monograph until a year or more after the appearance of the original.
To
prepare and publish a translation of a longer monograph may take as much as four years.
As an example, a very specialized monograph on the biology of Anopheles gambiae was
originally published in French in 1952, but it was not possible to issue the English translation until 1954.
(At that time publication of WHO monographs in Russian and Spanish had
not begun).
It seems legitimate to speculate how many medical entomologists sufficiently
specialized to be able to derive benefit from this monograph, but not of French mother-tongue,
would not have preferred to have it in French in 1952 rather than in English two years later.
Similar considerations apply to another purely scientific monograph - Biology of the
Treponematoses - of which the original edition was published in English in 1955, followed by a
French edition in 1957 and a Spanish edition in 1959.
To take another example : a WHO monograph of nearly 800 pages on Milk Hygiene was
originally published in English in 1962, but the French and Spanish editions did not appear
until 1966.
In spite of this considerable delay, the subject is one in which important
changes are not to be expected for many years, and the more a subject is technological rather
than scientific the greater is the utility of producing publications on it in as many languages
as possible.
Few scientists can afford to be unilingual in their reading, but many technologists can.
However, it would be unrealistic to disregard the question of cost /benefit analysis.
In other words, while it is unquestionably desirable that as many publications should be in
as many languages as possible, the question must arise: is the benefit commensurate with
the expenditure, or could the money have been used more usefully in some other way?
To take
the case of a WHO monograph of 782 pages: Grosso modo, translation into another language at
WHO headquarters, and reading of the proofs, represents a total amount of staff time equivalent
to a total expenditure of $ 25 000, which has to be doubled if translation is into two
languages.
The printing of 1800 copies in French cost in 1966 $ 770 and of 1200 copies in
Spanish $ 7900 (composition costs in Spanish being higher in Switzerland and adjacent countries
than for English and French).
Added to this is the cost of paper, which was $ 1080 for 1800
copies and $ 720 for 1200.
The manufacturing cost of the French edition of this monograph
was therefor© $ 8780 and of the Spanish edition $ 8620, representing a cost per copy of approximately $ 4 . 8 0 for the former and $ 7.20 for the latter.
If the costs of staff time for translation are added, the total cost per copy comes to approximately $ 17.80 in French and $ 27.20
in Spanish, and the total additional cost of producing a monograph of nearly 800 pages in two
languages other than the original exceeds $ 60 000, not including the cost of office space
and facilities.1
Whether expenditure on such a scale is matched by corresponding benefits depends on
whether the subject is one in which a majority of those interested can read the literature
only in their own language, and whether it is on© in which a delay of a year or more in the
publication of a translation will substantially reduce its usefulness.
1

None of the figures in this paragraph takes into account the changed relation between
the US$ and European currencies.
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Doubtless the expense of publishing technical books in several languages is in many
cases amply justified.
The question raised here is whether a book should automatically be
published in several languages because it is one of a particular series, or whether each case
should be considered on its merits by reference to the considerations indicated above.
2.2

Range and content of WHO technical publications

Essentially, the present WHO technical publications are a reflection of the technical
activities of the Organization.
They make publicly available the results of scientific work
supported or promoted by WHO; the advice of international groups of experts; WHO-supported
studies of subjects of public health importance； and information obtained from Member States
and collated by WHO (e.g. health legislation, health statistics).
No attempt has yet been made to publish purely educational material, i.e. textbooks for
use on a large scale by medical students, although as is mentioned later,1 a shortage of medical
textbooks is a serious problem in some Member countries.
It is however possible to visualize
that a time may come when it would be ^appropriate for the Organization either to publish itself,
or to assist in the publication of, textbooks oriented to the special needs of medical students
in developing countries.
Another question is whether the Organization might foster in some way the development of
regional medical jpurnals.
An example of such a journal is the Boletín de la Oficina Sanitaria
Panamericana, published by the Pan American Health Organization and now in its seventy-first
volume•
This journal is essentially of interest to Latin American countries, its articles
being in Spanish with summaries in English, Portuguese and French.
Another regional journal,
published under the joint auspices of РАНО and the Pan American Federation of Associations of
Medical Faculties, is the quarterly Educación Médica y Salud, which publishes articles in
Spanish - again with summaries in English, Portuguese, and French.
A significant development in 1970 was the first appearance of The African Journal of
Medical Sciences, which is issued by a commercial publisher.
Among the stated objects of this
journal are M to provide a medium for international dissemination of information about medical
sciences in Africa and elsewhere" and M to promote inter-regional co-operation amongst medical
scientists in Africa".
Articles are published either in English or in French, with summaries
in both languages.
The editorial board comprises representatives of seven African countries.
Another regional journal, but catering only for the French-speaking countries of Africa, is
Afrique Médicale, which is now in its ninth year of publication.
2.3

Distribution of WHO publications

The question of the distribution, by sale or otherwise, of WHO publications was given
considerable attention by the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board during the earlier
years of the Organization.
In the course of its study of WHO publications in 1952, the
Board stressed the need to increase sales.
The Fifth World Health Assembly requested (WHA5.24)2
the Board and the Director-General to continue their studies on the distribution of WHO publications.
At the eleventh session of the Board in 1953, the Director-General submitted that the
WHO distribution policy for publications should be based on eight postulates.
These were that:
1.

The objectives of publication cannot be fully attained without effective distribution.

2.
Worldwide distribution of WHO publications, whether by sale or otherwise, can be
most effectively developed by the use of established national channels.
3.
The determination of the most effective national channels of distribution, the
appraisal of the sales possibilities of each publication in each country, and the promotion
of distribution, whether by sale or otherwise, of WHO publications, are important elements c>f
the publishing programme for which the necessary staff services and funds should be available.
1

о

See Annex, section 2.2.1.
Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 11th e d ” p. 150.
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4.
The main purpose of sales is to increase distribution without additional cost to
the Organization.
5.

Sale is a method of distribution whose effectiveness varies according to:

(a)

the degree of organization of the book trade in each country；

(b)

the subject of the publication；

(c)

the physical form and price of the publication;

(d)
the market which exists in each country for publications in the
languages in which WHO publications are available；
(e)
the financial resources of health institutions and libraries
in each country；
(f)
the extent to which purchases can be made with locally available
currencies.
6.
It follows from point 5 that no single formula is applicable to the distribution of
all WHO publications, or of any one publication in all countries•
7.
When, bee马use of any factor or combination of factors in point 5, a publication
cannot be effectively distributed by sale, free distribution may be necessary to a varying
degree in different countries in order that the publication may attain its objective.
8.
Where effective distribution of WHO publications in the languages in which they
are normally available is, for linguistic reasons, impossible, encouragement should be given
to national commmercial or non-commercial publishers to undertake the responsibility of producing editions in other languages.
The Board endorsed these postulates, which together constitute a policy of distribution
that gives full flexibility to adapt the conditions for the acquisition of WHO publications
to the differing needs and circumstances of each Member country.
The postulates were reproduced in the reports made by the Director-General to the Board in the course of its organizational study of WHO publications in 1959-1960.1
In the 18 years since the distribution
policy for WHO publications was first formulated and accepted, there has been no significant
change.
During this period, the receipts from sales rose over tenfold from 1953 to over
$ 344 000 in 1970.
Allowing for agents' commissions, the latter figure represents a turnover
of approximately $ 688 700.
It is estimated that the volume of WHO publications distributed
free of vcharge is approximately equal to that distributed by sales.
Consequently, the total
distribution represents a face-value (i.e. a value according to the retail prices of the
publications) of well over a million dollars per annum.
Nevertheless, complaints are ventilated from time to time that WHO publications are not
sufficiently known by those who would most benefit from them.
For example, at the twelfth
session of the WHO Advisory Committee on Medical Research (ACMR), the need was expressed for:
" . . . a wider distribution of the WHO Technical Report Series,
Many of them, it was
stressed, were extremely valuable scientifically and for public health practice, and
were also very useful for teaching purposes."
It is not easy to evaluate the practical significance of such comments.
Considerable
efforts are made to publicize WHO publications.
The WHO catalogue of publications is widely
diffused, 75 000 copies in English, 25 000 in French, and 24 000 in Spanish being distributed
every two to three years, and there are mailing lists of approximately 1300 general and
specialist journals to which review copies of WHO publications are sent, accompanied in each
case by a brief factual description of the contents.
Notices of WHO publications commonly
appear in the more important medical journals, and these are almost invariably favourable•
1

Off, Rec. Wld Hlth Org,, 1960, No. 99, 125-157.
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On the specific question of the distribution of the Technical Report Series, the total
number of copies of each report printed varies widely.
The average number of copies in .1970
was about 12 000 in English, French, Russian and Spanish.
The average distribution approximately one year after publications is 4700 copies in English, (2000 copies free of charge),
1400 copies in French, (900 copies free of charge), 2500 copies in Russian, (1000 copies free
of charge), and 1000 copies in Spanish, (700 copies free of charge).
There is a standing
list of about 7500 scientists and scientific institutes who regularly receive such reports on
one or several subjects, free of charge.
A great effort is made to keep these lists up-todate and to expand them.
Nevertheless, there would seem to be some who would derive benefit from the WHO Technical
Report Series and other WHO technical publications but are not aware of them.
However, the
same could be said of the publications of any other publisher.
In the developed countries,
with their nationwide networks for the dissemination of literature of all kinds, those who
wish to should not find it difficult to hâve access to WHO publications.
The problem may be
that some members of the biomedical conpnunity do not think of an intergovernmental organization
such as WHO as a producer of scientific publications.
In the developing countries, serious practical difficulties may exist in obtaining access
to WHO publications, and the Organization has taken some special measures to overcome these
difficulties by making them available in three of the WHO regions at greatly reduced prices
by payment in local currencies.
However, in some countries even the reduced prices are an
obstacle to effective utilization of WHO publications, and in these attempts are made to work
out with the country concerned a free distribution that is at the same time rational and consistent with the budgetary limitations within which the Organization must necessarily operate.
2.4

Contractual publishing

In 1967, the Organization made the experiment of publishing indirectly through a commercial
publisher, the work in question was a monograph of over 800 printed pages on Genetics of Insect
Vectors of Disease,
Particulars of the manuscript were sent to 16 publishers in three
countries, most of whom showed no interest.
Eventually a scientific publisher in the
Netherlands agreed to publish the work and to pay to WHO royalties from the sales revenue.
WHO reserved the right of publication in languages other than English, but the translation of
such a highly specialized work would be such a difficult undertaking as to make the prospect
that it would ever be published in other languages a remote one.
Another form of indirect publication is the granting of translation rights to publishers
who wish to bring out editions of WHO publications in languages other than the WHO languages
of publication.
Standard editions established by WHO for the granting of translation rights
have been in force for many years.
Commercial publishers are normally required to pay
royalties to the Organization, but governmental publishing undertakings are not.
Under such
arrangements, editions of WHO publications have appeared in most European languages and in
Japanese at no cost to the Organization.
In the case of the original monographs mentioned above, it was WHO that took the initiative.
In the case of translations, the role of WHO has so far been a passive one, in that it has
neither sought to interest publishers in sponsoring translations of WHO publications nor has
it made any financial contribution to their production.
However, it is clearly in the
Organization's interest that its publications should appear in other languages and, in fact,
the First World Health Assembly in 1948 referred to the Executive Board a suggestion that
they be published in "as many languages as possible".
Whether the Organization should play
a more active part in stimulating the production of such translations, perhaps with financial
participation, is a matter for consideration.
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2.5

Medical literature other than WHO publications

As has been mentioned earlier, WHO is already supplying medical literature to Members on
a small scale.
It is only in the Americas that a systematic, large-scale attempt to deal
with the problem of the shortage of medical textbooks has been initiated.1
The Nineteenth
World Health Assembly established in 1966 a Revolving Fund "to finance, on a reimbursable
basis, without service charge, requests from governments to purchase teaching and laboratory
equipment for medical and paramedical education and t r a i n i n g " G o v e r n m e n t s reimburse expenditures from the fund in their local currencies, to the extent that these can be used by the
Organization, and the capital of the fund will amount to $ 400 000 in 1971.
However, the
fund is not at present used for the purchase of medical textbooks.
But it is not only in the
Region of the Americas that a shortage of textbooks is an acute handicap to medical education
and the question can hardly be avoided: if international action is necessary to solve this
problem in the Americas, does not this apply equally to some other WHO regions?
And, if this
is the case, should not WHO assist in solving this problem in regions other than the Americas,
either by use of the Revolving Fund for Teaching and Laboratory Equipment for Medical Education
and Training, or in some other way?
A related question is whether such textbooks as are
already available are always suitable to the needs of medical students in developing countries,
and, if not, whether WHO should promote the production of new or amended textbooks oriented
to local requirements, or in suitable cases, assist in the production of editions in translation.
•
2.6

Medical library services

The problem of the supply of medical textbooks is predominantly a financial one.
With
the medical literature that is of major importance for medical research, medical specialization,
and higher medical education - i.e. the medical journals - the problem is more complex.
Adequate access to the medical periodical literature implies adequate library organization, since
neither the medical research worker nor the medical specialist can have personal copies of all
the journals of potential interest to him.
It follows that, in the absence of adequate
medical library organization, such supplies of medical periodical literature as are available
are largely wasted.
In this context, the situation in the different Member countries of WHO
may be broadly classified into three categories:
(1)
There is no shortage of medical literature, and there is good medical library
organization, with arrangements for inter-library loans, union catalogues and photocopying services, in some cases with advanced automated bibliographical services.
InV such a situation, there is clearly no need for WHO assistance.
(2)
There is no absolute shortage of medical literature, but inadequate medical
library organization hinders its full utilization.
Such a situation is to be
found in some developed countries.
Where this is the case, the typical picture
is that each department of the medical faculty has its own collection of books
and periodicals, there being no or an inadequate central medical library, and no
union catalogue of the holdings of all departments.
In such a situation the
Organization could usefully provide medical library consultant services, with
special reference to the organization of central medical libraries, union catalogues, and modern methods of reprography.
With the increasing sophistication
of the methodology of medical librarianship and especially, the development of
automated systems of information storage and retrieval, WHO might well consider
the organization of training courses in specialized techniques for senior medical
librarians.
1

See Annex, section 2.2,1.

2

Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 11th ed., p. 370, resolution WHA19.7.
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(3)
In most developing countries there is not only an absolute lack of medical
literature, including both journals and textbooks, but medical library organization
is rudimentary and a cadre of fully-trained medical librarians does not exist.
In
such a situation, and with the exception of textbooks, a programme of assistance in
the supply of medical literature that was not complemented by assistance in medical
library organization would be largely wasted.
As pointed out in section 5 of the
Annex, the development of modern reprographic methods makes it possible for a central
or regional medical library to serve a wide area, subject to adequacy of communications,
without duplicating holdings of any but an essential core of medical periodical
literature in peripheral libraries.
The example of the Region of the Americas is
instructive for, as mentioned elsewhere, РАНО has co-sponsored the establishment in
Sao Paulo of a regional library for the Latin American countries•
Here again, the
question must arise: if this form of assistance is useful in the Americas, why not
in other WHO regions?
Any WHO assistance in medical library organization can hardly fail to take into account
the need to ensure the adequate training of medical librarians, whether by fellowships, training
courses, seminars, or a combination of these.
An ancillary form of medical literature service to Members is the provision on request of
bibliographical information and, when appropriate, photocopies, microfilm, or microfiches of
selected journal articles.
This activity is at present on a very small scale, but as soon as
the Organization is operating a MEDLARS Service Centre it will be possible to expand it considerably.
The expanded facilities made possible by MEDLARS will be made available in the
first instance to WHO staff at headquarters, in the Regional Offices, and in the field, and to
such members of WHO Expert Advisory Panels and national institutes as were not served by a
national or regional MEDLARS centre.
It should not, however, be overlooked that the MEDLARS
product consists of bibliographical citations only, and th© effective exploitation of the
system implies the commitment of manpower to the production of photocopies of articles of
special interest, for to the field worker far removed from adequate medical libraries, a mere
list of bibliographical citations is useless.
Finally, there is the question whether WHO
might in the future take some initiative in promoting the co-ordination of the major automated
biomedical information systems.
Reference is made in section 5.2.7 of the Annex to the
proposed ICSU/UNESCO World Scientific Information System (UNISIST).
The Director-General
has, by invitation, sent a WHO representative to the meetings of the Central Committee for
UNISIST, and to the Intergovernmental Conference on UNISIST, and will continue to follow with
interest the development of this ambitious but important scheme, with special reference to the
possible implications for biomedical information systems.
This question is discussed in the
report by the Director"General on the replies received from Members to the questionnaire on
medical literature services (dacument EB49/VP/li
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ANNEX： GENERAL SURVEY OF MEDICAL
LITERATURE 一
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
In the year 1543 two outstanding classics of natural
Copernicus and the De Humani Corporis Fabrica of Vesalius
period of almost a century before this date, many printed
had appeared, but none of them represents, as does the De
of the foundation stones of modern medical science.

science 一 the De Revolutionibus of
- were published.
During a
books on medicine and other subjects
•.* Fabrica of Vesalius, one

Books, personal correspondence and travel were to remain, until the latter half of the
seventeenth century , the sole means of communication between scientists and physicians.
The early scientific and medical journals were of two kinds : there were on the one
hand the transactions, proceedings, or mémoires of academic bodies, in which were normally
reproduced the texts of dissertations delivered at meetings； and on the other, there were
journals published by individuals or societies and containing material from varied sources.
It is generally accepted that the first of all scientific journals was the Journal de
Sçavans, the first 'number of which appeared in Paris at the beginning of 1665.
This
periodical was largely literary in emphasis, but devoted part of its space to medical and
scientific questions.
In the same year, the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London appeared.
In 1670 a German scientific journal - Miscellanea curiosa
medico-physica - was launched as the organ of the Collegium Naturae Curiosorum, which was
founded in 1652 in Schweinfurt.
Not only was the first scientific journal published in Paris, but also the first
journal devoted exclusively to medicine, which was initiated in 1679.
This was entitled
Les Nouvelles Descouvertes sur toutes les parties de la Médecine and was issued monthly.
In the English language, the first journal devoted entirely to medicine - Medicina
Curiosa - appeared in 1684, but lasted only for two issues.
Two years previously, a more
general journal, giving about one-third of its space to medicine, had made its appearance
under the title Weekly Memorials for the Ingenious•
The first medical journal in Spain
would appear to have been Efemerides barometro^nédicas matritenses (1734), while the first
to be issued in Russian was Sankt-Peterburgskie Vraôebnye Vedomosti (1792).
4

From their earliest years, journals that were published transactions of academic
bodies began to rival books as vehicles for the communication of original scientific
discoveries.
Thus, early issues of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society
reported the work not only of distinguished English scientists - such as Isaac Newton,
Robert Boyle, Edmund Halley, and Robert Hook© - but also that of eminent scientists from
Continental Europe, including Denis Papin, Marcello Malpighi, and Antoni van Leeuwenhoek,
the last of whom contributed to the Phil, Trans, between the years 1673 and 1723 over a
hundred communications reporting his pioneer microscopical observations.
The Phil. Trans• is still in existence today, after serving science for more than three
centuries.
In contrast, it was not until well into the nineteenth century that the private
and medical society journals began to become the vehicles of communications of lasting
scientific importance.
Before then, they were ephemeral, and their content was largely
anecdotal and polemical, providing an outlet for a blend of credulity and bad manners.
Thus the second number of Descouvertes sur ••• la Médecine was largely occupied by an
account of a pregnancy said to have lasted for 25 years.
The tradition of the independent
medical journal as a medium for rather scurrilous medical polemics persisted with the
earlier years of the Lancet, which was founded by Thomas Wakley in 1823, and is the prototype
of the present-day English language medical weekly.
As late as 1879 there were still
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vestiges of a ruder age, and John Shaw Billings, speaking of the medical journals of the
United States of America, said in that year that the raison d'être of the minor ones was .
commonly :
"the desire to have a place in which the editor can speak his mind and
attack his enemies without restraint
While the academic transactions have not undergone a major metamorphçsis in three
centuries, the independent and society journals have become the chief media of scientific
communication between physicians and medical scientists within their own countries and with
their colleagues of other nations.
As to the medical book, the main change has been in the machinery of production and
distribution.
Since the rise of the publisher, chiefly in the nineteenth century, the
production of a book no longer implies a simple relationship between author and bookseller,
but an author-editor-publisher-booksellter complex.
The indispensable part played by medical literature in the advancement of medical
science was well expressed by J. S• Billings in 1881 when he said that such literature:
"forms the intra- and international bond of the medical profession of
all civilized countries； and by virtu© of which we
meet ..« as
friends, haying common interests, and though of many nations, a common
language, and whose thoughts are perhaps better known to each other than
to some of our nearest neighbours."
Some years later, Sir William Osier was to say:
"A doctor who does not use books and journals, who does not need a
library, who does not read on© or more of the best weeklies and
monthlies, soon sinks to the level of the cross-counter prescribe!*,
and not alone in practice, but in those mercenary feelings and habits
which characterise a trade."
Bibliographical note
The principal sources consulted in the preparation of this section were:
Andrade, E. N. da C.
"The Presentation of Scientific Information", The Royal Society
Scientific Information Conference, London, 1948, 26-44
Andrade, E. N. da C.

A brief History of the Royal Society, London, 1960

Billings, J. S• "The Medical Journals of the United States", Boston med. surg, J., 1879,
100, 1-14
Billings, J. S. "Our Medical Literature，,， Transactions 7, session
Congress, Vol. 1, London, 1881, 54-71

International Medical
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2.

CONTEMPORARY MEDICAL LITERATURE

For some four centuries, printed books published in Latin, including translations into
that language from non-European languages, provided a common means of communication between
the learned professions, including medicine, of all Europe, although in the last quarter of
this period there was an increasing tendency for scientific and medical books to b© written
in the vernacular.
Nevertheless, as late as 1834, William MacMichael, giving evidence
before a Select Committee on Medical Education, stated:
"Most of our best treatises on physic are written in Latin; it is
not possible to read them without a knowledge of that language.M
However, the nineteenth century saw the end not only of the role of the book as a
vehicle for reporting original scientific discoveries but also of the use of Latin as an
international language of science.
Although there are many exceptions, medical books do
not in general have the same international currency as periodicals, each country tending to
produce such books as are needed for its own requirements.
2.1

Journals

During the past 90 years, a number of attempts have been made to estimate the world
output of medical journals.
These estimates vary because of the different criteria used to
determine what is and what is not "medical" in this context.
For example, some estimates
take into account dentistry and nursing, and even homeopathy and osteopathy, while others do
not.
Again, is, for example, a biochemical journal that contains only a minority of articles
of medical interest to be classified as a medical journal?
With the development of the
sciences basic to medicine and, especially, the increasing importance of disciplines such as
biostatistics and molecular' biology, the difficulty of elaborating criteria that would win
universal acceptance is progressively exacerbated.
There is also a lack of unanimity as to
what is comprised in the terms "journal" and "periodical".
In 1880, a librarian of the Paris Academy of Medicine estimated that there were 785
current medical periodicals.1
Allowing for differences of criteria, this comes very close
to the estimate in the following year by J. S. Billings, that the number was 864.2
Eighty-three years later, it was estimated as a result of a study made in the Division
of Science and Technology of the Library of Congress, Washington, that the total number of
current scientific journals was 35 000 丄 10 percent.3
Of this total, 55 per cent, came from
the Federal Republic of Germany, Eastern Germany, France, Japan, the United Kingdom, the
United States of America, and the USSR.
Comparing various estimates, and using the broader criteria, it seems probable that
medical journals contribute almost one-fifth of the total - i.e. almost 7000.
As F. H. Garrison wrote in 1929:

4

"There is no modern science or group of sciences which has so
many current periodicals as medicine".

1

2

Laboulbène, M. (1880) Gazette des Hôpitaux, 53， 1089-90

Billings, J. S. (1881) Transactions of the Seventh International Medical Congress,
Vol. 1, London, 1881, 54-71
3
Gottschalk, С. M. & Desmond, W. F. (1963) American Documentation, 14, 188-94
4
An Introduction to the History of Medicine, 4th ed. Philadelphia, 1929, p. 785
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From an analysis of various studies published over a period of nearly a century, the
Chief Librarian of WHO has concluded that the number of current medical periodicals has,.
since 1880, doubled approximately every 30 years.
In this report, current medical journals are divided into primary, secondary, and
tertiary.
2.1.1

Primary journals

Primary journals are considered to be those consisting entirely or partly of papers
reporting original observations made in the clinic, the laboratory or the field•
These,
in turn, may be sub-divided into:
2.1.1.1

General, mixed journals

Characteristically, these are published weekly, cover the whole field of medicine, and
consist of some or all of the following elements :
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

original articles, including case reports;
editorials；
abstracts of articles from other journals ;
book reviews；
correspondence；
review articles and essays；
professional news.

As has already been
English, and is the
mentioned above but
Wiener Medizinische

mentioned, the Lancet
oldest medical weekly
(c).
Other examples
Wochenschrift (1851)

is the prototype of this kind of medical journal in
still in existence.
It contains all the elements
of long-lived general medical journals are the
and La Presse Médicale (1880).

Until the beginning of the twentieth century, most physicians could read a general medical
weekly from cover to cover and understand most of the contents.
With the increasing
specialization of medicine, this has no longer been the case for many years, and probably no
single subscriber reads more than a small proportion of the annual output of original articles
in a general medical weekly.
As medical specialization advances, there is a progressive
tendency for those articles to represent a random selection of articles on a variety of highly
specialized subjects.
Thus, while the journal as a whole is "general1', much of its content
is not - nor are the original articles collectively representative of any single specialty.
Conversely, the editorials, review articles and essays, book reviews, and professional news,
provide a valuable means of keeping in touch with scientific advances and developments in
professional organization•
Correspondence, on both scientific and professional matters,
seems to be virtually confined to the English language medical press.
To a large extent, this
is also the case for editorials.
In recent years, because no one reader can profitably read all the primary material in a
general journal of mixed character, the question has been raised whether such journals have
had their day.
This point of view was emphatically refuted in 1953 by the then editors of
the British Medical Journal1 and the Journal of the American Medical Association.2

1

о

British Medical Journal (1953),

496-7

Smith, A. (1953) Bull, med. Libra. Ass., 41, 1-6
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The former stated that the aim of his journal was to put before its readers "the whole of
medicine, not just parts of it", and that the journal tried "to provide each week something for
everybody not everything for somebody".
In the same year, the then editor of the New
England Journal of Medicine endorsed this point of view in an address delivered at the
annual meeting of the World Medical Association.
It may be argued that., as with increasing medical specialization original articles in
general medical journals become intelligible to an ever-diminishing readership, the policy of
a general, mixed, journal could b© expressed as to provide "everything for nobody".
In
о
lectures delivered in 1963, a former editor of the Lancet distinguished between two contrasting types of journal : the medical recorder and the medical newspaper, the former being
essential to the storage of newly-acquired knowledge and the latter for "the advance of
medical practice’, •
The author points out that some medical journals, typically the leading
weeklies, attempt to perform both functions, and he raises the question whether such journals
should not :
"stop trying to perform their small part of the astronomical task of
medical recording, and give their whole minds to the equally necessary
task of the medical newspaper?"
3
However, the present editor of the British Medical Journal has more recently claimed
that the first task of a general medical journal is the publication of "reports of research,
original articles and new information of any kind."
There is clearly room for wide differences of opinion as to whether or not the traditional
pattern of the general medical Journal of mixed character is in conformity with the present
needs•
Referring to the chemical periodical literature, J. H. Kuney sees increasing
specialization of journals as inevitable.4
"Carried to the ultimate goal, we would produce
a journal for each scientist."
Certainly, the task of th© abstracting and indexing services
that try to keep track of original published information in the biomedical field would be
greatly simplified if there were a clearer distinction between the functions and content of
different types of journal.
2.1.1.2

Specialist journals

Specialist medical journals first made their appearance in the nineteenth century, and
the growth of medical knowledge and th© consequent multiplication of specialties and subspecialties is reflected in the tremendous proliferation of specialist periodicals, which is
the major element in the increase in the volume of medical periodical literature.
When the
output of published papers on á new specialty attains a certain volume, corresponding specialist
periodicals are founded, for example, on such subjects as biomedical engineering, biophysics,
computers in medicine, and medical electronics.
D. E. Gushee,5 speaking of the chemical
literature, has recently stated that:

2
3

Garland, J. (1954) Wld med. J.,

151-3

Fox, T. (1965) Crisis in communication, London
Ware, M. (196Ю New Engl. J. Med,, 278, 3-5

4

Kuney, J. H. (1963) Amer, Doc,, 1£, 238-40

5

Gushee, D. E. (1970) J. Chem. Doc,, 10, 30-32
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"...The problem of the primary literature can be stated very simply
as learning when to start the next journal.
That is, to determine
which segment of the chemical population is now large enough, active
enough, productive enough, and funded enough to support it, and how
to define its scope so that it will meet the general criteria for
success that can be articulated from experience, while at the same
time controlling, the size of the parent journal."
While more periodicals of general medicine exist than those of any single specialty, the
number of specialties is so great that the specialist medical periodicals far outweigh the
general medical journals numerically.
Of th© 2199 journals indexed in Index Medicus as of
January 1971, only slightly more than 11 per cent, were classified as dealing with "General
Medicine".
It is the specialist journals that make the major contribution to the growth of
the medical periodical literature in modern times.
Of nearly 700 new journals listed in the
Supplement (1968) to the third edition of World Medical Periodicals (1961), all but a small
minority are devoted to medical specialties and sub-specialties.
It is characteristic of the specialist journal that each issue consists of an arbitrarily
assembled collection of individual papers bound within the same covers, and usually produced
at monthly or quarterly intervals.
In other words, the real unit of publication is the
individual paper, añd it is only as a matter of practical convenience that each paper is
distributed as one of a bound collection.
The function of the individual scientific paper has recently been well expressed by
J. M. Ziman1 as follows :
"The primary function of an ordinary scientific paper is to bring into
the public domain an explicit account of some new scientific development
or discovery. ... The whole activity of science is dependent on the
publication of such documents, and their subsequent criticism, re-evaluation,
and eventual acceptance or rejection as parts of the consensus of "Public
Knowledge".
The function of the specialist journals, as of the original papers published in the
general medical journals, is twofold: they facilitate immediate awareness of what has been
reported and, when bound and systematically arranged on the shelves of a library, they serve
as an archive of published observations.
2
While the existing pattern of scientific publication has been criticized, the journal
is of great convenience in respect of its archival function.
For this, the journal serves
as an address, its title being equivalent to the name of a town, its volume number to that
of a street, and its first page number to that of a house in the street.
In the more recent fields of specialization, there is an increasing tendency for journals
to be published under international editorial responsibility.
Thus the new International
Journal of Biomedical Computing has a board of Associate Editors from eight countries (France,
Italy, Netherlands, Romania, Sweden, United Kingdom, USSR, United States of America), and
another new journal, Computer Programs in Biomedicine, has an editorial board representing
seven different nationalities.

1

2

Ziman, J. M. (1970) Nature, 227, 890-4

^ See section 2•1.1.5.
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2.1.1.3

Provincial journals

Most provincial medical journals, including state journals of countries with a federal
constitution, are of the general mixed type, containing both original articles and material
on professional matters of local interest.
Most of them, also, originated at a time T^ien
communications between major cities of the same countries were very much slower than they are
now.
This is particularly the case with the medical journals of South America, where the
regional tradition is strong, and communications were often, until the development of airtravel, very difficult.
There is also the Medical Faculty journal, which may, broadly
speaking be classed as a "provincial journal", but with an emphasis more on academic as
opposed to professional content.
The progressive increase in the speed of modern communications diminishes the value of
provincial journals for scientific purposes.
Certainly any observations of real originality
should be published in a journal of international, or at least nation-wide, importance.
W. Brockbank1 has described the decay of provincial medical journals in England, but puts up
some arguments in favour of their continued existence.
Not all these are very convincing.
For example :
"A provincial journal has a great exchange value, bringing free copies
of many contemporary journals into the local medical library.
If the
journal is part of a society's subscription there will be relief of income
trx •••"
With.very few exceptions, provincial periodicals do not make a significant contribution
to world medical literature, but they are doubtless of value in promoting a community of
interests between members of the local medical profession.
2.1.1.4

Useful life of a primary journal

Several studies have been made of the length of the useful life of a journal by reference
to the number of times that it is consulted in libraries.
All such studies agree that
articles in journals tend to be most frequently consulted in the second year of publication.
By this time they will have been recorded in the abstracting journals and published indexes,
and cited in articles in other primary journals, thus coming to the attention of readers who
missed them when they first appeared.
Unfortunately, it is also in the second year that
journals are usually sent away by libraries to be bound.
After the fifth year, use of a
periodical is minimal.
2,1^1.5

Possible alternatives to the present system of journals

At the Seventh International Medical Congress in 1881, Billings reviewed the state of
the world's medical literature, and concluded that :
M

In Western Europe, which is now the great centre of literary production, it
does not seem probable that the number of writers or readers will materially
increase in the future ..."
Almost 50 years çarlier, MacMichael (1834), in his evidence to a Select Committee on
Medical Education, had said:
the science Jol medicine7 is advanced so much, that it is not to be
expected that we should have voluminous publications."

1

W. Brockbank (1953), Lancet, 264, 433-35
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More recently, there have been many cries of alarm at the rising tide of scientific
(including medical) literature.
In 1932, the then editor-1 of the British Medical Journal,,
referring to medical literature, declaimed:
"The spirit of the age calls for a lighter touch, a crisper presentation
of what is salient in fact and theory, without sacrifice of solidity."
He did not, however, specify how this change might be effected.
Seven years later, R. Hutchison

о

also writing of medical literature, stated that :

"...this enormous proliferation, this pullulating and fungus-like
growth is both a nui sanee and a danger.M
In the same year, J. D. Bernai3 expressed the view that :
i
"The present mode of scientific publication is
incredibly
cumbersome and wasteful, and is in danger of breaking down on
account of expense.и
He pointed out that scientific journals taken by individuals were rarely read to an
extent greater than 10 per cent. and that when taken by libraries they were "almost invariably
wanted by a dozen people at once".
He concluded that :
"The obvious solution is to make the separate paper itself the
unit of communication between scientists.M
4
Nine years later, Bernai proposed in detail at a conference on scientific information a
scheme for a selective distribution of preprints of scientific papers by National Distribution
Authorities.
According to this scheme, the scientific journal in its present form would
disappear, but some or all of the papers would b© assembled together at quarterly or annual
intervals for archival purposes and sold as bound volumes.
This scheme met with almost
universal opposition, and the proposal was withdrawn by its author who, in his own words,
"immediately abandoned my proposals and publicly withdrew them at the Conference."^

Horner, N. G. (1932) Lancet, 223, 273-4
Hutchison, R. (1939) Lancet, 236, 1052-62
Bernai, J. D. (1939) The Social Function of Science, London
Bernai, Je D.
2 July 1948, 253-58,
5
Bernai, J. D.
tion, vol. 1, 77-95,

(1948) The Royal Society Scientific Information Conference, 21 June
London
(1959) Proceedings of the International Conference on Scientific InformaWashington
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Nevertheless, similar proposals continue to be made from time to time, and in 1960 a
i
UNESCO-sponsored report on Alternatives to the Scientific Periodical was published.
This
report was completed by a bibliography of 121 relevant references.
P. A. Woke 2 claimed that "The journal system lacks the flexibility essential for adequate
distribution, manipulation, and utilization" and pleaded for a basic change in the method of
publication "to provide for separate and independent treatment of each unit contribution".
R. E. Cleland^ proposed that journals should contain only digests of artiples, the full tçxts
being made available on microfilm or microcard to those interested.
Later, D. R. Swanson^ suggested that in the future the scientist :
"...instead of receiving each month eight journals containing 300
articles of which 6 are of interest, would instead receive several
'repackaged' journals containing 30 articles of which 20 might be of
direct interest and relevance to his speciality.
Those articles
would have been culled from perhaps a thousand journals.M
A year later, W. S. Brown, J. R. Pierce & J. F. Traub
by which journals :

5

proposed in some detail a scheme

"would stop binding papers into issues and, instead, distribute to each
subscriber a stream of papers, abstracts, and titles specially selected
to meet his personal and perhaps frequently changing desires.M
Such a system, according to its authors, has been "made possible by the advent of large
high-speed computers.и
However, no proposal for a radical change in the traditional system of scientific publication has as yet had significant support from the scientific community, and it would seem
that the great majority of medical and other scientists would, in the words of Hamlet, "rather
bear those ills we have than fly to others that we know not of/’
2.1.2

Secondary journals

With the progressive growth in the number of primary journals, the need arose for what
has often been called the "bibliographic control" of the medical literature — and especially
of the material published in the journals.
This is not the most apt term, for, unlike "birth
control" or "traffic control", it does not imply limiting the volume of the product or directing
it, but only recording it in a systematic form.
The "bibliographical control" of medical
literature is, then, simply the registration of medico-literary births, without any attempt to
control them, and "bibliographical monitoring" would perhaps be a more appropriate term.
The two bibliographical tools that have evolved to enable scientific (including medical)
workers to navigate in the otherwise uncharted sea of scientific literature are the periodically
published index and the abstracting journal, commonly classed as "secondary journals".
In
1959, the World Health Organization issued a mimeographed annotated list of "Current Indexing
and Abstracting Periodicals in the Medical and Biological Sciences".
This list contained
particulars of 310 such publications, some of which are entirely devoted to abstracting or
indexing while others are abstracting sections of journals.
A third edition is in preparation.
1

Phelps, R. H. (1960?, no date) UNESCO

2

Woke, P. A. (1951) Science, 113, 399-403

3

Cleland, R. E. (1955) Science, 121, 519-23

4

Swanson, D. R. (1966) Amer. Psychol,, 21, 1005-10

5

Brown, W. S., Pierce, J. R. & Traub, J. F. (1967) Science, 158, 1153-9
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A criterion for inclusion in the list as an abstracting journal was that at least 200 abstracts
should be published per annual volume.
Four years later the US National Federation of Science Abstracting and Indexing Services
published A Guide to the World* s Abstracting and Indexing Services in Science and Technology,
and in 1969, the International Federation for Documentation published the second edition of a
comprehensive inventory, Abstracting Services, of abstracting journals.
This is in two
volumes, of which the first is devoted to Science and Technology.
The important index to the world's medical literature is the Index Medicus, the production
of which has been entirely computerized since 1964.
This is published monthly by the National
Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, and the entries are
cumulated and re-issued as annual volumes.
Further reference is made to the Index Medicus
in section 5.2.1, and it suffices to point out here that its lineage can be traced back almost
a century to the first volumes of the earlier Index Medicus in 1879 and of the Index-Catalogue
of the Library of the Surgeon-General'э Office in 1880.
An alternative to abstracting and indexing periodicals that has gained in popularity in
recent years is the "current contents'1 publication.
This consists of reproductions, usually
by photolithography, of the tables of contents of journals and is, by its very nature, by far
the most rapid means of making known the subjects treated in the current periodical literature.
The best-known of this type of publication in the biomedical field is Current Contents， Life
Sciences, which covers the 1000 leading life-sciences journals of the world.
Some primary
journals provide a similar service on a smaller scale by listing the titles of articles in
other journals of similar interest.
In the nineteenth century, and well into the twentieth, the most important abstracting
journals in the medical sciences were the German Zentralbiatter， and many of them have survived
or been revived after World War II.
However, with the post-war development of large abstracting services in the English, French, and Russian languages, they do not have the same international significance as they once enjoyed.
Nor do they collectively cover biomedical science
in general in a systematic way.
In fact, there are only two comprehensive biomedical
abstracting systems - Excerpta Medica, published in English by the Excerpta Medica Foundation,
Amsterdam, and Medicinskij Referativnyj Zurnal, published in Russian by Medicina Publishing
House, Moscow.
Excerpta Medica,1 which was launched in 1947, was originally planned to consist of 15
sections, each covering a different branch of medicine.
However, by the time that the WHO
list was issued in 1959 the number of sections had increased to 20, and in 1970 there were 40.
Medicinskij Referativnyj Zurnal was initiated in 1957, and in 1959 was issued in 10 separate
sections, but in 1971 there were 16.
These are complemented by six sections of biomedical
significance of Referativnyj Zurnal, published by VINITI, Moscow.
There is in French no abstracting system covering the whole of medicine, but the Bulletin
Signalétique, first issued in Paris in 1940 by the Centre de Documentation of the Centre
national de la Recherche scientifique under the title Bulletin Analytique, covers the most
important areas of the basic medical sciences in ten sections devoted respectively to
Biochemistry, Biophysics, and Biological and Medical Engineering; Pharmacology and Toxicology;
Microbiology, Virology:, and Immunology; General and Experimental Pathology; Cancer; Animal
Biology and Physiology; Endocrinology, Reproduction; Diabetes and other metabolic diseases;
Genetics； Psychology, Psychopathology, Psychiatry.
New sections in preparation will cover
Biomedical Engineering and Medical Informatics； Ophthalmology; Otorhinolaryngology;
Dermatology; Anaesthesia-Intensive Care-Shock; Vertebrate Physiology-Vitaminology.
In
addition, many French-language journals have abstracting sections.
As with the French-language literature, many Spanish-language journals have abstracting
sections, but there is no comprehensive medical abstracting system in Spanish with international
coverage.
Part II of Bibliotheca Hispana, published in Madrid since 1943 by the Consejo
1

See also Annex, section 5.2.2.
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Superior de Investigaciones Científicas consists of abstracts of articles published in Spain
on the pure and applied sciences, including medicine, but does not cover foreign-languagé
publications nor even those published in Spanish in other countries.
It is therefore essentially a national annotated bibliography.
For the main sciences basic to medicine, biology and chemistry, the principal abstracting
journals in the English language are respectively Biological Abstracts and Chemical Abstracts.
In the French language, these subjects are covered by the relevant sections of the Bulletin
Signalétique and, in Russian, by the Referativnyj Zurnal•
It is hardly necessary to stress that a great advantage of abstracting journals over
published indexes or "current contents" publications is that they inform the reader of the
essence of articles in languages that he cannot understand.
2.1.3

Synopses in primary journals

One of the recommendations of the Royal Society Scientific Information Conference of 1948
was that editors of scientific journals should:
"co-operate with abstracting organisations by seeing that each paper is accompanied
by a factual summary suitable for use as an abstract • • . "
This recommendation was followed by the publication in 1949 of a Guide for the Preparation
of Synopses prepared by the Abstracting Services Consultative Committee of the Royal Society,
a synopsis being a short summary of an article prepared by the author and preferably printed
at the beginning.
In the same year, the UNESCO International Conference on Science Abstracting
considered this text, and suggested that it should be taken as the basis for an internationally
sponsored guide.
UNESCO then published such a guide, which was later appended to its Code
of Good Practice for Scientific Publications.
The text of the latter publication was drawn
up in 1962 by a liaison committee consisting of representatives of the International Federation
for Documentation, the International Council of Scientific Unions, the International Federation
of Library Associations, the International Organization for Standardization, and UNESCO.
It has since been amended and was issued by UNESCO in 1968 as a Guide for the Preparation of
Scientific Papers for Publication, to which is appended a Guide for the Preparation of Authorsf
Abstracts for Publication.
By 1968， the Abstracting Board of the International Council of
Scientific Unions had distributed over 100 000 copies of this Guide.1
Although there were at the International Conference on Science Abstracting wide divergences
of opinion as to the value of abstracts of scientific papers prepared by their authors, their
use considerably reduces the time-lag in the publication of abstracts in abstracting journals.
It is generally agreed that editors of scientific journals should give authors1 abstracts the
same critical scrutiny as they give to the main text of scientific papers.
The publication of authors1 abstracts in more than one language is clearly of great value
in improving the international exchange of scientific information, and the UNESCO Guide points
out that the International Conference on Science Abstracting recommended that such abstracts
should :
” • • • be published in at least one of the more widely used languages, no matter
what the original language of the paper . • . "
2.1.4

Tertiary journals

The concept of "tertiary" journals is perhaps arguable, and there are those who would
disagree with it, regarding what are here described as "tertiary journals" as a variety of
1

Tate, F. A. & Wood, J. L. (1968) Library Trends, 16, 353-373.
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secondary journals.
For the purpose of this survey, however, the term "tertiary journals'1
is used to describe those journals that neither record original observations, nor simply list
or abstract original articles individually, but attempt to review present knowledge on a
particular subject by reference to the relevant literature.
The preparation of such reviews
may involve recourse first to the secondary journals, in order to check what has been written
on the subject, and then reference to a selection of articles in primary journals.
Tertiary journals may be divided into "review journals" and "educational" or "didactic"
journals.
Review journals are usually published less frequently than primary journals and
are usually confined to a particular biomedical subject field.
The articles that they contain
are scholarly surveys of the recent literature on the subject, with ample bibliographical
citations, and are directed to medical scientists and teachers, or to clinical specialists.
As knowledge grows, and with it the volume of specialized publications, the value of review
journals, even to the specialist, for keeping in touch with current progress in his field,
increases.
It must not be overlooked that valuable review articles are often published in
the predominantly primary journals.
Í
While the author of an article in a review journal is normally addressing himself to his
peers, there are tertiary journals of another kind in which the specialist addresses himself
to the non-specialist physician.
These may be called "educational" or "didactic" journals.
In these, authors expatiate on their own special subjects largely ex cathedra, perhaps
garnishing their contributions with a few bibliographic references or offering suggestions
for further reading.
On the whole, review journals are of international interest, while "educational" journals
are not, the latter being aligned to national concepts and conditions of the practice of
medicine, that are not, as is the case with medical science, of universal applicability.
2.2

Books

Under this heading are considered all printed publications with the exception of
(a) journals and (b) reports and pamphlets.
(In 1964, the UNESCO General Conference
recommended that a pamphlet should be defined as "a non-periodical printed publication of
at least five but not more than 48 pages, exclusive of the cover pages • • • " ) •
No attempt
has been made to estimate the total annual output of medical books, as it is in modern times
seldom that they contain scientific information that has not originally appeared as a contribution to a journal.
They are repositories of already-acquired biomedical information,
digested and organized, and reflecting - necessarily rather in retrospect - the current state
of biomedical knowledge.
Moreover, as is the case with "educational periodicals", they are
commonly oriented to national "needs and attitudes.
2.2.1

Textbooks

In general, medical textbooks contain what the undergraduate or post-graduate medical
student needs to know in order to pass his examinations.
The larger ones are now usually
of multiple authorship, each special subject being dealt with by a specialist under the
general guidance of one or more medical editors.
There are also shorter textbooks, entirely
written by one or more authors, giving the essentials of the subject, and these are particularly
useful for rapid revision•
The view has been expressed1 that the days of the "great and
comprehensive textbooks" are over, because "any textbook is out of date almost before it is
published"•
Medical textbooks have a larger circulation than any other type of medical book, and,,
characteristically, new editions of them appear at intervals of five years ¿ 25 per cent.
1

Taylor, S. (1962) In： Editor1 s Foreword to Houston, J. L., Joinor, C. L. & Trounce,
J. R., A Short Textbook of Medicine, London, p. iv.
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A successful textbook is financially an interesting proposition for its publisher, not only
because of the initial sales to a large population of medical students, but because each new
edition makes the previous edition obsolete.
As long as the textbook retains its popularity,
the publisher and the author are assured of a substantial income for many years.
In the developing countries, the combination of low personal incomes of medical students
and currency controls often leads to an acute shortage of necessary medical textbooks.
Moreover ,the price of textbooks in developing countries may be as much as double the list price
in the country of publication.
A post-war move in the direction of meeting this situation
is the issue by certain publishers of special paperback editions of textbooks at reduced prices
An interesting example of such a scheme is provided by the English Language Book Society
(ELBS), whose 1971 catalogue lists books of more than 50 publishers, almost a hundred of which
are of biomedical interest.
The ELBS editions have paper covers and the prices of most of
them are less than half, and sometimes as low as one-third, of those of the original editions.
ELBS editions are available for sale only to purchasers in 31 African countries arid 13
countries in Asia.
In developing countries in which English is the language of tuition, low-priced English
translations of textbooks originally published in Russian are sometimes available.
The Pan American Health Organization has been active in promoting the availability of
Spanish-language medical textbooks in Latin America, and, according to the Annual Report of
the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau,1 a total of more than 54 997 copies of
textbooks of pathology, biochemistry, physiology, and pharmacology, had been distributed to
participating universities, of which there were 110, by the end of 1970, for resale to medical
students at greatly reduced prices.
Total sales amounted to $ 227 220.
Textbooks may cover the whole of general medicine or general surgery, or a major medical
or surgical sector, such as pharmacology or orthopaedic surgery.
As medical knowledge
advances, there is not necessarily a parallel increase in the length of textbooks, аэ so much
is discarded.
The length of a textbook is not necessarily commensurate with the amount of
useful knowledge that it contains.
Thus, at a time when very few useful drugs were known,
PereiraTs Elements of the Materia Medica (1854-57) ran to 2577 pages•
2.2.2

Monographs

For the purpose of this report, a monograph is a book that deals exhaustively with a
restricted subject or with a special aspect of a broader subject.
Monographs are addressed
rather to the medical scientist or teacher, or to the clinical specialist, than to the student
of medicine.
The circulation of medical monographs is very much smaller than that of textbooks ,and much of it is accounted for by library purchases.
The Director of a well-known
medical and scientific publishing house has given 1500 copies as a typical figure2 for the
United Kingdom.
An editor of another well-known medical and scientific publishing house
estimates that, for the United States of America, a sale of five or six thousand copies
justifies commercial publication, but that "it takes a real effort to sell even half this
q
numberM.
It has also been pointed out4 that attempts to increase sales "indicate that the market
for specialized works is quite inflexible, and these efforts have generally resulted in higher
selling costs without a comparable increase in sales"•
Washington, 1971,
2
3

4

p.

112.

Thin, D. A. (1962) Aslib Proc., 14, 281-290.
一

Fischel, P. N. (1966) Science, 152, 871-875.
Science (1955) , 121, 17 A.
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By comparison with textbooks, new editions of monographs are relatively uncommon, the
original edition serving as a baseline from which further progress can be followed in the.
periodical literature.
While many medical monographs perform this function well, the justification for the publication of others is not so apparent.
As a representative of a University
Press has said： 1
M

. . . a book is only a proper medium for publication if it gives a coherent
treatment of a clearly—defined area of knowledge and is expected to have a life
of at least five years.
By these two simple standards a lot of printed material
issued in book form ought not to be swelling the ever-increasing number of scientific
books issued each year.M
2.2.3

Reference works

The term "reference works" is here used to describe books of one or more volumes that
are used as sources of specific items df information, and that would not conceivably be read
from cover to cover.
They include catalogues, directories, dictionaries, encyclopaedias,
statistical compilations, library or subject classifications, nomenclatures or terminologies•
Medical bibliographies are discussed separately under 2.5.
The standard reference work on
reference works in medicine and cognate fields is Medical Reference Works, published by the
Medical Library Association of the United States of America in 1967.2
In the present survey, the term "catalogues" is used to refer not only to the lists of
books issued by individual publishers, but also the lists issued weekly or less frequently
of books on all subjects published at a particular time in a particular country, or sometimes
two or more countries with the same national language.
Reference is made in section 4 to
the anterospective catalogue Novye Knigi of the USSR.
Examples of retrospective catalogues
are, for books in French, the weekly Bibliographie de la France and the annual Biblio; for
books in English, the weekly British National Bibliography and the monthly Cumulative Book
Index (the United States of America)； for German, the weekly Deutsche Bibliographie; for
Russian, the weekly Kni&naja Letopis, and for Spanish the monthly El Libro Español.
There are
many other similar compilations, but they are essentially tools for librarians rather than
physicians or scientists.
There are numerous directories of medical interest : some list all physicians in a country,
with their professional qualifications, appointments, and addresses.
There are also directories of hospitals, of medical libraries, and of medical research institutes.
A check-list
of non-United States medical directories has been published by K. L. Uhler.
Medical dictionaries, both�unilingual and interlingual, are also numerous.
In the
English language, there are several major unilingual general medical dictionaries, and major
general medical dictionaries are in the process of being published in France and in Germany.
Several general medical dictionaries also exist in Spanish, but there does not appear to be
one in Russian,4 although there are several interlingual dictionaries giving the equivalents
in other languages of Russian medical terms or vice versa.
There are also dictonaries in
English, French, German, Russian and Spanish, unilingual and interlingual, covering restricted
subject fields.
1

Parker, А. К. 41961) Aslib Proc., 13, 98.

2

Blake, J. B. & Roos, C. (1967) Medical Reference Works, 1679-1966;

Chicago.
3

4

Uhler, K. L. (1960) Bull med. Lib. Ass., 48, 44-78.
There is, however, a comprehensive Soviet Medical Encyclopaedia.

a Bibliography,
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Interlingual medical dictionaries for a variety of languages are numerous, but many .of
them have not been kept up to date by new editions and are therefore of limited usefulness.
In fact, with the increasing advancement and complexity of the biomedical sciences, an up-todate interlingual medical dictionary has tended to become an unrealizable ideal.
Even
unilingual medical dictionaries are of little help in the areas of fastest growth in the
biomedical sciences.
Although there are still some medical encyclopaedias, the importance of the great medical
encyclopaedia of 100 large volumes - such as the Dictionnaire Encyclopédique des Sciences
Médicales (1865-89) - has diminished in the present age of rapid increments to biomedical
knowledge.
There are numerous yearbooks in which progress in a special subject is reviewed.
These
are published under such titles as Advances in . . ., Année . . ., Annual Review of . . . ,
Ergebnisse der . • .’ Exposés Annuels de • . ., Fortschritte der . . ., Progresos en , . . ，
Progress ill • . .，or .Yearbook of . . .
There are other similar reviews of progress in
specific fields that are published at irregular intervals.
2.2.4

Conference proceedings and symposia

The Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences sponsored the publication
in 1958 of a Bibliography of International Congresses of Medical Sciences, which gave particulars of the proceedings of 1427 international congresses on 362 different aspects of
medicine.1
There are, of course, very many national congresses on medical subjects, the
proceedings of which are sometimes published but do not fall within the scope of this bibliography.
With the passage of time, the subjects of international medical congresses tend to become
more specialized, and the last of them to cover the whole field of medicine was the seventeenth
of the great International Medical Congresses in 1913.
Factors favouring the growth in the number of congresses on medical subjects are the
multiplication of biomedical specialties that can usefully be discussed at national or international meetings, the development of travel by air, and, in the case of international meetings,
the availability of modern facilities for simultaneous interpretation.
While few would doubt the value of holding such meetings, particularly for international
discussions, the desirability of publishing their proceedings is often questioned.
In the
first place, the quality of the individual contributions to volumes of conference proceedings
is sometimes very uneven, partly because the date of the meeting imposes a deadline that can
in no circumstances be overrun.
Some contributors give themselves enough time to produce an
adequate paper in time for the meeting, but others do not.
On this question, D. Руке 2 has
recently stated of the published proceedings of a particular conference:
" • • • the proceedings appeared 17 months later.
They are far from complete;
many papers are not included (some will appear in a supplementary volume)； some
papers are printed in full, others merely as abstracts; and there is no report
of discussions.
The value of this book is thus limited by the delay in its
appearance and by its unevenness.
Furthermore, much of the work reported at the
congress has now been published elsewhere (if it had not been before the meeting)
and in more detail."
Руке points out that the price of this volume, published by an organization that describes
itself as non-profit making, is £ 22 ($ 52.80).
In most cases it is true to say that few
papers contributed to conferences contain anything that has not already appeared in the
1

2

Bishop, W. J. (1958).
Руке, D. (1969) Brit, med. J., 2,

227

•
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relevant journals.
If reports of discussions, usually summary, are included in conference
proceedings, some interesting differences of points of view may be revealed, but such differences would inevitably be discussed in other contexts and would not seem to justify the
production of bulky volumes containing largely second-hand material.
It has recently been
said of conference proceedings:^
"Certainly mem y volumes of this kind report matter of slight interest to anyone! but
a very narrow aúdience, and it is no wonder that the^piàice is high.
Why therefore
are they published at all?
The reason often is that some people will not read a
paper at a conference unless they know it will be published.
In fact, an undertaking to give it this permanent form is sometimes explicity offered as an inducement
to ensure the participation of distinguished experts.M
Finally, in proportion to their numbers, conference proceedings are relatively rarely
consulted or cited in the relevant technical literature.
As was said of congress proceedings
in 1954 in a report on the Welch Medical Library Indexing Project:
M

Next to a Festschrift they are the best place to bury a piece of original work."

In spite of the objections that may be raised to the publication of conference proceedings,
there has been a tendency for large English-language commercial publishers to sponsor them in
the knowledge that, with a sufficiently high sales price, they can rely on the acquisitiveness
of librarians and the vanity of conference participants to ensure them a good financial return.
Whether it is a sufficient justification for the publication of conference proceedings that
they are a financially successful product of the book industry is a matter of opinion.
The format of symposia organized independently of a meeting is often similar to that of
conference proceedings, but as there is more flexibility in timing and the editor can extend
delays until the most sluggish contributor has adquately acquitted himself of his task, the
quality of contributions tends to be more even.
2,2.5

Theses

Few countries now require the publication of theses as a condition of the award of
academic degrees, and roost that are printed are of little interest as a means of biomedical
communication.
Theses, therefore, are not considered in this report, although it should not
be overlooked that the substance of a thesis may be published as an article in a journal.
203

Governmental and non-government al reports

The number of published reports of medical interest issued is legion, but they do not
fit into any standard pattern and their bibliographical monitoring presents formidable
problems.
Their effective diffusion depends largely upon the extent to which the primary
and secondary medical journals draw attention to them.
If they are not announced in the
conventional medical literature, many of those who would be most interested in them may not
be aware of their existence.
The same difficulty applies to some WHO publications.

1

Brit, med, J, (1969) 3, 190.
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There are annual reports of international governmental and non-governmental organizations;
of national central and local health departments; of governmental or private foundations; of
university departments, societies, and hospitals; and of governmental or private institutes.
All bodies of these types may also publish occasional reports on special subjects.
Sometimes such reports are issued in a numbered series, and this greatly facilitates their
bibliographical monitoring, and thus enhances the likelihood that they will come to the
attention of those to whom they are directed.
The report literature in English is much more voluminous than that in other languages,
largely due to the tradition in English-speaking countries of issuing annual reports and of
appointing committees to examine and report on particular problems.
The international
organizations constituting the United Nations system have alsp developed such a tradition.
2•4

Legislation

To say that there is virtually no field of health activity that is not directly or
indirectly affected by legislation may at first sight appear somewhat exaggerated.
Nevertheless ,all numbers of the medical and allied professions, as well as employees of health
establishments and officials of the health services, should be aware of the legislation
governing their activities and defining their powers and responsibilities.
At the same time,
there are many sectors of commerce, industry and agriculture where due consideration must be
given to the pertinent health legislation.
To cite merely a few examples, the health implications ,and the consequential need for legal regulation, of professional qualifications, of
milk and meat production, agricultural and industrial uses of pesticides, work with ionizing
radiations, and the manufacture of pharmaceutical products, are readily apparent.
Legislation is therefore essential for the control of a vast spectrum of activities.
Medical, scientific and technolpgical progress inevitably lead to constant adaptations and
even radical changes in many of these activities, and may create the possibility for new
activities.
Changes may also occur in social and moral attitudes.
The legislation must
of necessity take into account these developments and hence constant amendments of existing
texts, the repeal of obsolete enactments, and the adoption of new legislation, are the universal
pattern.
Health legislation thus constitutes yet another means of dissemination of information
designed to control human activities having a direct or potential influence on health.
Such
legislation may take the form of acts (which require parliamentary approval) or government
decrees, ministerial orders, rules or regulations, departmental circulars, instructions or
directives or, in some cases, standards.
The amendment of acts is often a cumbersome
procedure and is hence less frequently undertaken, at least in most countries, than that of
subsidiary items of legislation.
A convenient practice, adopted in a certain number of
countries, is to publish regular bulletins containing all new items of health legislation.
Elsewhere, the health legislation is incorporated in or appended to the official gazette of
the country concerned or is published in the form of "slip laws" or the equivalent (the usual
practice is for these to be later re-issued in annual compilations of statutes and subsidiary
legislation).
Public health or sanitary codes, and officially or commercially sponsored
compilations of health legislation, frequently accompanied by commentaries, are available
for certain countries and are invaluable as a means of rapidly ascertaining the legislative
provisions on a particular subject.
,
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Reference should also be made to the recommendations and directives in regard to health
legislation emanating not only from the competent international organizations but also from
regional multinational bodies and from professional or technical associations or commissions
(as, for example, the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences, the World
Medical Association and, in a special but highly important field, the International Commission
on Radiological Protection).
From its inception, the World Health Organization has assumed the responsibility, inherited
from the Office international d,Hygiène publique, of analysing, summarizing, and partially
reproducing the health legislation of as many countries as it is feasible to do with a limited
staff.
The main product of this activity is the quarterly International Digest of Health
Legislation, which is published also in a separate French edition, and which contains full
translations (except for administrative provisions of only local interest), abstracts, or
titles of current health legislation of many countries.
In addition, comparative surveys of
legislation on a particular subject are included.
Annual indexes are published in the last
issue of each volume, and these are cumulated quinquennially.
It has never been the aim of the Digest to provide a complete inventory of all laws and
regulations affecting health promulgated by all countries, but rather to present typical
examples of the different approaches to the protection and promotion of the health of populations by legislative measures.
As technological advances give rise to new threats to health (ionizing radiations and
pesticides may be taken as examples), it is of interest and value to health administrations to
have ready access to information as to what measures have been taken in other countries to
protect their populations by governmental action.
The Digest is now in its twenty-second volume, and is a unique international source of
reference to health legislation enacted over a period of nearly a quarter of a century and
reflecting both the continuing and the changing concerns of health administrations.
2.5

Bibliographies

Up to the first half of the nineteenth century, several attempts were made by individuals
to encompass the whole of medicine in printed bibliographies.
However, as pointed out by
E. Brodman,, from the latter half of the century attempts at universal bibliographies in
medicine and science were "compiled by groups of workers toiling under the general editorship
of an executive".
These compilations of universal coverage are briefly considered in section
5 of this report, and there remain for mention here the bibliographies of more restricted
scope, which deal either with one subject in all languages or all subjects in one language,
viz. subject bibliographies and national bibliographies.
A recent tendency is for such bibliographies of restricted scope to be produced with a
minimal expenditure of effort as by-products of universal computerized indexes (see section
5.2 of the Annex).
2.5.1

Subject bibliographies

Many bibliographies on single diseases or other medical subjects have been published,
and a comprehensive listing of them has been given by J. B. Blake & С. Roos.^
Most of them
are not updated after publication of the original edition, nor supplemented by later volumes
covering subsequent years, and, therefore, soon become of value only to those interested in
the earlier literature.
4
1

Brodman, E.

(1954) The Development of Medical Bibliography, Medical Library Association.

Blake, J. B. & Roos , C . (1967) Medical Reference Works, 1679-1966, Chicago.
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However, it sometimes happens that a bibliography published by one author is continued by
another.
Thus a bibliography of schistosomiasis published in Egypt by Khalil 1 was supplemented
by another bibliography on the same subject and covering the years 1931-1948 published in
Belgium. 2
This in its turn was supplemented by a bibliography for the years 1949-1958 on the
same disease published by the World Health Organization.3
More recently all three of these
bibliographies were cumulated, together with additional references from other sources, and
published as a computer-generated b i b l i o g r a p h y , 4 with a keyword index, of world literature on
schistosomiasis from 1852 to 1962..
Similarly, a Rockefeller Foundation bibliography on bookworm disease up to the year 1921 5 was updated by the World Health Organization in 1965 by a
bibliography 6 for the years 1920-1962.
Such instances, however, are rare.
2,5.2

National bibliographies

National medical bibliographies existed before World War II but, as pointed out by S. Adams
there has been a tendency for their numbers to increase since the war.
However, at the Third
International Congress of Medical Librarianship, Friis® expressed the view that, with the wide
distribution of such tools as Index Medicus and Excerpta Medica, interest in national medical
bibliographies had waned.
Some of the national bibliographies index only the periodical
literature, but others include also books.
In some cases only titles are given, while in
others there are abstracts of some or all of the articles.
Because of delays in publication, most of the national medical bibliographies are of more
value for retrospective searches when the more obvious sources have failed to supply the
required information, than as guides to the current literature.
Another post-war development was the appearance of bibliographies of Russian-language
literature compiled and published in non-Russian-speaking countries.
Examples of these are
Biblioteca Scientifica Soviética, containing abstracts in Italian of articles from the principal
Soviet scientific periodicals, and the Monthly Index /formerly List/ of Russian Accessions
published by the Library of Congress, Washington.
Possibly because the literature in the Russian language is now more adequately covered
in the normal bibliographical tools, both these bibliographies have ceased publication - the
latter in 1969.

1

Khalil, M. (1931) The Bibliography of Schistosomiasis (Bilharziasis), Zoological,
Clinical and Prophylactic, Cairo.
2
Bouillon, A. (1950) Bibliographie des SchistCMDOSorois et des Schistosomiases
(Bilharzioses)
humaines et animaux de 1931 à 1948, Bruxelles.
3
World Health Organization (1960) Bibliography on Bilharziasis, 1949-1958, Geneva.
4

Warren, К. S. & Newill, V. A. (1967) Schistosoroiasis/A Bibliography of the World's
Literature from 1852 to 1962, Cleveland.
5

Rockefeller Foundation (1922) Bibliography of Hookworm Disease， New York.

World Health Organization (1965) Bibliography of Hookworm Disease (Ancylostomiasis)，
1920-1962， Geneva•
7

о

Adams, S. (1950) Bull, roed. Lib. Ass., 38, 238-245.

Friis, H. (1970) Proceedings of the Third International Congress of Medical Librarianship, Amsterdam, pp. 205-210.
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2•6

Literature of the pharmaceutical and related industries

In countries in which the pharmaceutical and related industries (such as manufacturers of
surgical goods and hospital equipment) are the responsibility of private enterprise, advertising
literature is an important source of information for most practising physicians.
This
literature takes the form of journals, brochures or leaflets distributed free of charge, or
paid advertisements in the regular medical press.
1
As a professor of therapeutics has said：
"Advertising through the post, the medical press and through representatives, has
a profound influence on medical practice - much more potent than the bleatings of
a professor of therapeutics.M
According to a university lecturer in pharmacology and therapeutics, a survey made in
1962-63 showed that one-third of the general practitioners in a large English city depended
on visits from representatives of pharmaceutical manufacturers for their information on modern
drugs and prescribing.^
2.6.1

Journals directly or indirectly advertising the pharmaceutical industry

There is a wide variety of journals distributed to physicians free of charge by nongovernmental pharmaceutical and related industries.
Some of these contain only information
about the manufacturer's products 一 sometimes in the form of abstracts of articles in the
regular medical press - while in others the editorial matter is not directly related to the
products but there are pages of advertisements describing them.
Journals in the latter
category may be of more than ephemeral interest•
One such journal, no longer published now,
was devoted to the history of medicine and related subjects.
It was profusely illustrated,
and still constitutes a unique source of medical iconography and historical information.
2.6.2

Brochures, leaflets and books

Most pharmaceutical manufacturers advertise their wares by mailing directly to physicians
descriptive booklets or leaflets.
In some countries the volume of such material is considerable ,and it has been estimated that in one of them the average general practitioner receives
almost two thousand mailings per annum.3
A physician in another country more recently
ccmiplained that he had received nearly two kilograms of such printed matter in a single day.
"The information provided to physicians by such advertisements is often incomplete, both as
to the qualitative and quantitative composition of the product concerned, and as to the results
of clinical trials carried out on them, side-effects and contraindications•и4
A more recent development is the publication and free distribution by pharmaceutical
manufacturers of quite substantial medical monographs without any advertisements or other
mention of the firm1s products.
The purpose of these is presumably to promote confidence
in the firm, and hence in its products.

1

Dunlop, D. M. (1955) Pharm. J., 174, 334.

2

Med. News, 23/7/64, p. 8.

3
4

Practitioner (1962) 189, 580.
—
World Health Organization (1968) Int. Dig. Hlth Leg.. 19, 457-553
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2.6.3

Paid advertisements

Paid advertisements for pharmaceutical preparations and medical and surgical appliances
are a conspicuous element in countries in which neither the manufacturers nor the medical press
are owned by the government•
It is not uncommon for such journals to contain almost as
many pages of paid advertisements as of technical material•
Advertisements for such products as optical equipment, surgical instruments and dressings,
or laboratory glassware are usually factual and give useful information, and it would be
difficult to make exaggerated claims in them.
However, it is notorious that the advertising of pharmaceutical preparations, even to the
medical profession, offers the fullest scope for providing false and misleading information.
There is an immense difference in the extent to which such advertising is controlled by legislative measures • in other words, by the government - in different countries.
When such
legislation is lacking or inadequate, abuses are flagrant in the form of advertisements in the
medical press of inactive preparations or irrational mixtures.
Replying to several published letters criticizing misleading pharmaceutical advertising,
the editor of a leading English-language journal stated:
M
. . . the firms which use our advertisement columns are, like the writers who use
our correspondence columns, entitled to a certain latitude.
Neither the claims of
our advertisers nor the opinions of our correspondents are necessarily endorsed by
Editor."

From the foregoing statement it can be concluded that only governmental control can ensure
the exclusion of advertisements that are susceptible to criticism.
Where such control exists,
and is effective, paid advertising can play a useful role in medical communication.
It is
perhaps worth noting that in the first issue (1879) of the original Index Medieus, there is a
statement that: "Only such advertisements as are unobjectionable to the editorial conductors
. . . w i l l be received.и
It is of great interest to note in this context that in 1967 the Twentieth World Health
Assembly requested the Director-General of WHO "to study the ethical and scientific criteria
that, from the medical point of view, should govern the advertising of drugs and to report
thereon to the forty-first session of th© Executive Board and to the Twenty-first World Health
Assembly".1
In 1968, the Board noted with appreciation the report of the Director-General,
and requested him to prepare for the Twenty-first World Health Assembly "a report together with
any recommendations that he may deem appropriate, taking into account the discussions on the
subject at the forty-first session of the Board".2
In his report, the Director-General included a statement of ’’Ethical and Scientific
Criteria for Pharmaceutical Advertising".
After a very detailed discussion, the Twenty-first
World Health Assembly in 1968 adopted a resolution3 urging Member States "to enforce the
application" of these criteria.
Thus, it is now the formal policy of WHO that pharmaceutical
advertising should be subject to governmental control, and this applies not only to advertisements in the medical .press but to the advertising to the general public by all media of
alleged remedies.
1
2
3

Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th €>d” p. 113, resolution WHA20.35.
Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th €，d”

p e 113, resolution EB41.R24.

Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, 10th €>d” p. 113, resolution WHA21.41.
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2,7

Unpublished technical reports

A post-war development has been the growth of unpublished technical reports, usually
mimeographed or reproduced by some other type of multicopying office machine.
Such reports
represent a sort of half—way house between personal correspondence from one scientist to
another on the one hand, and formal publication on the other.
The conventional secondary
publications - abstracting and indexing periodicals - usually disregard these reports, the
texts of which sometimes appear later in more definitive form as formal publications in the
journals.
However, a semi-monthly abstracting journal, United States Government Research
and Development Reports, announces reports of research sponsored by the United States
Government, some foreign reports published in English, and government-sponsored technical
translations.
One of the 22 subject fields covered is "Biological and Medical Sciences,1.
Until recently, such reports had not become a serious problem in regard to the biomedical
sciences.
However, a few years ago there developed in the United States of America so-called
Information Exchange Groups (IEG), the members of which circulated to each other, through
their institutes, preliminary reports in near-print form.
This form of semi-publication was
considered by many to be undesirable.
The memoranda circulated within the IEGs had normally
not been refereed, as would have been the case if they had been submitted to a specialist
journal.
Moreover, texts circulated as IEG memoranda were sometimes simultaneously submitted
for publication in л journal.
In the latter case, the processes of refereeing and editing
might lead to substantial changes, with the result that two different versions of the same
paper could co-exist.
In 1967, the Commission of Biological Editors, representing 13 European and North American
biomedical journals, agreed to a statement of policy in regard to IEGs.
This included a
provision that the journals concerned would not:
"consider manuscripts for publication of pre-prints, of essentially identical
content, are to be distributed, in substantial numbers, by an agency independent
of the author or of the publisher of the journal."
Since this declaration, the problem of IEGs would appear to have been resolved.
A full
account of the history of IEGs has been published by the Chairman of the first of them under
the title ’•Death of an Experiment".
He regards the discontinuation of IEGs as a mistake,^
WHO technical documents fall into the category of "unpublished technical reports", but
their circulation is more restricted than was that of the reports of IEGs.
Many are prepared
as working papers for a meeting of an expert committee, study group, or scientific group, and
the texts of some may be used iji the compilation of the reports of these bodies.
Others are
not related to meetings, but contain information relevant to on-going WHO programmes.
In
both cases, the documents are circulated to members of the corresponding expert advisory
panels of WHO and to institutions collaborating in the Organization's work.
Some may afterwards be selected for publication in the WHO Bulletin, usually after revision and amplification.
WHO technical documents contain on the first page the following statement:
"The issue of this document does not constitute formal publication.
It should not
be reviewed, abstracted or quoted without the agreement of the World Health
Organization."
Moreover, as the circulation of WHO documents is „internal" - in.the sense that they are
distributed only to WHO staff and WHO-related persons and institutions, they do not pose a
problem of bibliographical monitoring.

1

Green, D. (1967) Internat, Sci. Technol" No. 65, 82-88.
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2.8 • Sponsorship, economics, cost, copyright
There is a fundamental difference in the pattern of the sponsorship of medical literature
on the one hand in the USSR and other Eastern European countries and on the other hand in
Western Europe and the Americas.
Most newly-independent countries tend to continue the
pattern that they inherited from colonial times.
In the USSR, all publishing is in one way or another a governmental responsibility.
The
principal medical publisher is the State Medical Publishing House "Medicina" (formerly
"Medgiz"), Moscow, which has a branch in Leningrad.
"Medicina" currently publishes 52 medical
journals, and its output of medical books in 1969 was 564 (16.4 million copies).
In addition,
there are the medical publications of the various republics of the Union, notably the transactions (Trudy) of institutes and medical schools.
Striking differences between Soviet
medical journals and those of the West are the absence of commercial advertisements in the
former and their relatively low sales prices.
Another distinguishing feature is that the
general medical journal of mixed character does not exist in Russian.
In general, all primary
Russian medical journals are specialist journals.
While the medical publications of the individual republics mainly give scope for the
expression of local interests, the Union-wide publications of "Medicina" together form a
logical and cohererit whole.
The same can hardly be said of medical publishing arrangements in the rest of the world,
by which virtually all books are produced and marketed by commercial publishers, with no
central planning or control, and journals are sponsored either by national or local medical
associations, by specialist societies, by university presses or by commercial publishers.
In
some cases specialist societies entrust to a national medical association, to a university
press, or to a commercial publisher the responsibility for issuing and distributing their
journals.
In an attempt to trace some coherent pattern in the publishing of scientific journals by
non-governmental bodies, the Abstracting Board of the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU.AB) carried out in 1960-1961 "A Tentative Study of the Publication of Original
Scientific Literature".1
A questionnaire was prepared and sent to 260 journals in Western
Europe, North America, Australia, India and Japan.
Of these journals, 96 failed to reply,
while eight replies were discarded as being too uninfonnative.
The study was therefore based
on replies from 156 journals, of which 63 were biomedical.
4
The questions asked referred to ownership, procedure for nominating editors and for
refereeing papers, inclusion of authors1 abstracts, annual number of pages and words, annual
subscription, price to each subscriber per 10 000 words, number of subscribers, and sources
of income other than subscriptions.
The study revealed wide differences.
For example, at one extreme the cost per 10 000
words was $ 0.027, while at the other it was $ 2.52, or 93 times greater.
However, the conclusion reached as a result of the study was that :
"it appears best to frame only one negative conclusion: none of the laws of
political economy appear to have any validity in the very sheltered field of
Scientific Journals Publication."
•

In 1966-67, ICSU.AB published separately three similar studies devoted respectively to
the biomedical, chemical, and physical journals.
The first of these2 was based on replies
from 184 journals in 18 countries, and the range of cost to the subscriber of 10 000 words
ranged from US$ 0.03 to US$ 3.45.
1

2

International Council of Scientific Unions:

Abstracting Board, no date, 1963?

Some characteristics of primary periodicals in the domain of the biological sciences,
ICSU Abstracting Board, Paris, 1967.
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With regard to strictly medical journals, it is possible to make some generalizations.
In English-speaking countries, the typical pattern is that the medical journal of largest,
circulation is weekly (in one case fortnightly), is the official organ of the national medical
association,1 and contains all or most of the mixture of elements listed in section 2.1.1.1,
i.e. original articles, editorials, sometimes abstracts, book reviews, correspondence, review
articles and essays, and professional news.
Although ownership of such journals is noncommercial, they rely heavily on the revenue from paid advertising - mostly for pharmaceutical
products - to finance the cost of publishing them.
Economically considered, they are largely
by-products of the pharmaceutical industry, although the editorial content is strictly controlled by the national medical association.
Specialist English-language biomedical journals are commonly sponsored by the corresponding
specialist societies, often jointly with the national medical association, with a university
press, or With commercial publisher.
Sometimes a hospital or research institute may issue
its own journal.
Neither in the French nor in the German language is there a general, mixed, medical
journal published by a national medical association, and, other than in Eastern Germany, the
predominant element in sponsorship is the commercial publisher.
Specialist journals in the
French language are often jointly sponsored by a specialist society and a commercial publisher.
In Eastern Germany there is an intermediate situation, with governmental control through preexisting or newly-established publishing houses.
It is more difficult to generalize about
the medical journals in the Spanish language, which is the language of so many different
countries.
Nevertheless, it would appear that sponsorship of medical journals by medical
institutes, societies, or faculties is a more important element than that by commercial
publishers.
2.8.1

Some economic aspects

As has already been indicated, it is quite obvious that the major source of revenue of
non-governmental general medical journals of large circulation is by the sale of advertising
space, although information on this point is rarely made public.
However, the most recent
figures published by the largest English-language national medical association are an expenditure in 1962 of $ 747 675 on "scientific publications" and an income of $ 9 105 636 from
"advertising".
In the budget for 1970 of an English-language scientific weekly journal, the
estimated revenue from advertising is $ 2 500 000 - more than enough to cover the whole
estimated cost of printing and postage.
In the case of specialist journals, circulations are much smaller, and the range of products that might be advertised dn them is much narrower.
These two factors combine to make
advertising revenue a much less important, very often insignificant, source of income for the
specialist journal.
Many of them are distributed without additional cost to members of the
sponsoring society, whose subscriptions cover not only membership but also much of the cost
of producing the society's journal.
In recent years there has been an increasing tendency
for English-language journals on highly specialized subjects to be produced commercially by
large publishing houses.
A publishing practice that has been much criticized (particularly by librarians) is the
fixing of two different subscription rates for the same journal, one for private individuals
and another for libraries.
There may even be three different rates of subscription, as in
the case of a journal that in 1970 charged $ 9 per annum to students, $ 15 to graduates whose
departmental libraries already subscribed to the journal, and $ 100 to libraries.
1

A special case is that of the United Kingdom, in which the weekly journal of the
national medical association has co-existed with a privately-published national medical
weekly for more than 130 years.
By 1973, the latter journal will have been published without
interruption for 150 years.
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2.8.2

Page charges

Another practice that has developed in recent years in the United States of America is
the imposition of page charges to authors.
In a survey made by the Office of Scientific
Information of the National Science Foundation, Washington,1 16 out of 110 scientific journals
replying to a questionnaire required authors to pay a publication fee in accordance with
the number of pages.
An additional 11 required payment for pages in excess of a certain
number, while 26 required payment for plates and tables.
Since this survey was made, the
practice of imposing page chargés has undoubtedly extended.
In a study published in the
United States of America by the National Academy of Sciences and the National Research
Council on "Communication Problems in Biomedical Research"2 it was pointed out that the
expanding output of original papers, coupled with the increasing costs of publication, had
made the imposition of page charges necessary for some journals that did not have a substantial revenue from advertising or some other form of subsidy, but that :
"There is urgent need to study the question of page charges before this device
becomes a generally accepted practice in the biomedical field."
Protagonists of the page charge argue that publication of results is an integral part of
a research project and should be funded from research grants or by the institution employing
the author.
However, Ziman, J. M.^ has pointed out that an important question of principle
is involved, in that it has always been characteristic of the conventional system of scientific publishing that "the user of the information pays all the costs of publication".
While
he concedes that the arguments of protagonists of the page charge are logical, the device
"does conflict with the general principle that publication of scientific information is paid
for - hence, eventually controlled in quality 一 by the reader".
The amount of the page
charge for one scientific journal is as high as $ 50, although it is stated that "payment is
expected but is not a condition for publication".
In another case, a charge of $ 50 per
page is levied only for unsolicited papers that are accepted for publication.
A striking contrast to this situation is that, in the Soviet Union, authors of original
articles in the biomedical journals published by "Medicina", Moscow are paid for their
contributions•
2.8,3

"Controlled circulation" journals

Another new development in medical periodical literature in recent years is the
advent of the "controlled circulation" journal.4
The circulation of such journals is
"controlled" in the sense that they are not normally bought on the open market, but their
publishers decide to whom they should be given free of charge.
Such journals do not contain
original scientific papers, and the editorial matter consists of articles on a variety of
non-medical subjects, "educational" articles on miscellaneous medical topics, reports of
medical meetings, book reviews； and news of medical interest.
A typical number of one such
journal, now in its fifteenth year of publication, contains nearly 140 pages of advertisements
to just over 100 pages of text, and most of the articles have not even an indirect connexion
with medicine.
It is characteristic of these journals that much care and skill goes into
their physical production, but it is unusual for them to be serious contributions to medical
literature.
An exceptional example of a serious medical journal for which no payment is
required is Mayo Clinic Proceedings.
This journal "is sent regularly without charge to any
physician or medical- student who requests it"•
As of July 1971, its total circulation was
49 600.
The entire content of the journal is scientific.
Recipients have the option of
paying a "voluntary subscription" of $ 7.50 per annum.
1

о
3

4

Tumbleson, R. & Brownson, H. E. (1954) Science, 119, 357-359.
Fed, Proc,, 23, 1117-32, 1964.
Nature, 1970, 227, 1890-1894.

Such journals exist also for fields of applied science other than medicine.
Findlay, R. J. & Streatfield, W. have recently argued the case for "controlled circulation"
journals in engineering (Aslib Proc., 1971, 23, 278-286)•
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2.8.4

Cost

Concern is sometimes expressed in the medical and scientific press at the steeply rising
costs of books and journals.
This is a more serious problem for some languages than for
others, as is illustrated by the following figures for the cost of some typical biomedical
journals in the years 1960 and 1970 respectively :

Language

1960

1970

English

$ 15.00
$ 15^)0
£ 3.3.0

$ 37.00
$ 55.,00
£ 6.6.0

French

Fr. fr. 130.00
Fr. fr. 60.00
Fr. fr. 45.00

Fr. fr. 205,00
Fr. fr. 70.00
Fr. fr. 65.00

German

DM 35.80
DM 60.00
DM 306.00

DM 44.00
DM 84.00
DM 320.00

Russian

$ 5.00
$ 6.50
$ 11.50

$ 10.80
$ 10.80
$ 26.00

Spanish

Pts 500.00
Pts 150.00
Pts 200.00

Pts 720.00
Pts 300.00
Pts 200.00

In some cases, an increase in the annual subscription is partially compensated by an
increase in the number of pages published annually, but in others there is a decrease in the
number of pages.
The increase in prices is roost noteworthy in the case of the English-language journals.
In a recent survey of journal prices irrespective of language or country of origin,
Merriman, J. B.l found that for medicine there was an increase of 68 per cent, from 1965 to
1970,
The increase from 1970 to 1971 was over 12 per c e n t T h e average prices of medical
books increased by 47 per cent; during the period 1966-1970.
2.8.5

Copyright

The contents of books and periodicals are normally protected by copyright, and the
majority of countries producing medical literature are either party to the Universal
Copyright Convention, which was adopted on 6 September 1962 under the auspices of UNESCO, or
members of the Berne Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works.
Of the
Eastern European countries, only Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia are party to the
Universal Copyright Convention.
The same states are members of the Berne Union, as also are
Poland and Romania.
Commercial publishers have shown concern at the increasing development and use of copying
by photographic and other processes, collectively described as reprography.
Most medical
libraries and information services provide photocopies free of charge, or in return for a
payment according to the number of pages, and in some cases this method is tending to replace
inter-library loans of books and periodicals.
1

Libr. Ass, Rec,, 1970, 72, 289-296.

2

Libr, Ass. Rec,, 1971,

156-157.
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Other services have a more cautious attitude to the copyright question.
Thus, according
to Tate, F. A. & Wood, J. L ” 1 the Chemical Abstract Service supplies photocopies only of. the
chemical literature in Russian, because it is not copyrighted.
The commercial medical publishers of the Federal Republic of Germany are particularly
zealous in protecting their copyright, and the publisher of one of th© best known medical
journals in the German language requires that special stamps, worth DM 0.30 each, be affixed
to each page of a photocopy of an article from that journal.
The difficulties of enforcing
such a requirement are obvious.
In the English-speaking world there have been several attempts to define what are the
limits of "fair copying"#
In the United States of America, the Joint Committee on Materials
for Research and the National Association of Book Publishers reached agreement in 1935 on a
"code of fair practice", which is referred to as the "Gentlemen* s Agreement", and which lays
'
о
down the conditions on which photocopying for scholarly purposes is acceptable•厶
This question was again discussed at the Royal Society Scientific Information Conference
in 1948, which made the following recommendation :
"Science rests upon its public record, and ready access to public scientific
and technical information is a fundamental need of scientists everywhere•
All
bars which prevent access to scientific and technical publications hinder the
progress of science and should be removed."
The Royal Society later published a "Fair Copying Declaration and List of Publishing
Organizations Subscribing to it M .
The list included 143 organizations from Commonwealth
countries, including the publishers of 43 biomedical journals.
Three years ago, a prominent
publisher of medical books and journals in the United States of America instituted legal
proceedings for infringement of copyright against the National Library of Medicine, Bethesda,
Maryland, and the library that serves the National Institutes of Health intramural programme.
The suit went for trial in September 1970, and the final outcome of this test case will be
awaited with interest by all those concerned with the free flow of scientific information.
An anomaly of the present state of copyright in scientific publications, as has been
pointed out by Green, A. W.,^ is that while some primary publications print notices unreservedly
safeguarding the copyright of their content, secondary journals may print equally unequivocal ^
assertions of their copyright in the material that is wholly derived from the primary journals,
3.

LINGUISTIC ASPECTS

It is a truism to say that since the decay of Latin as a common medium for the exchange
of ideas between scholars, the greatest obstacle to international scientific communication is
language.
In a survey of "Current Medical Literature: A Quantitative Survey of Articles and
Journals" 5 the authors concluded that "twenty languages are used to convey practically all of
the world's medical information in periodicals,'•
An interesting feature of this survey was
that it was based on the language of the articles and not, as was the case with most previous
surveys, on the language of the title of the journal.
The survey did not contain a qualitative assessment of the articles, but it is hardly to be contested that almost all important
1

2
3

4

Library Trends，1968, 16^, 353-373.
Hattory, L. H # & Bush, G. P # (1964) Reprography and copyright law， Washington.
Libr. Ass.

Rec•，

1969,
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In the case of authors' abstracts, reproduction may be by agreement with the original
publishers.
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Brodman, E. & Taine, S. I. (1959) Proceedings of the International Conference on
Scientific Information, Washington, D.C., pp. 435-447.
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original biomedical articles are published in half a dozen languages or less.
In this
context, it is relevant to mention that an international group of experts on medical terminology and medical dictionaries convened in 1966 by the Council for International Organizations
of Medical Sciences recommended that English, French, German, Russian and Spanish should be
recognized as the "international languages of medicine,
The survey undertaken by Brodman & Taine showed that more medical periodical articles
were published in English (37.3 per cent.) than in any other language, followed by German
(13.0 per cent.), French (10.9 per cent.), Japanese (7.8 per cent.), Italian (7.5 per cent.),
Spanish (6.2 per cent.) and Russian (3.1 per cent•)•
In the interpretation of these crude figures, considerable caution is required, because
of the failure to take into account qualitative considerations.
Moreover, "medical" was very
widely interpreted to include journals that others would not regard as such.
By any
definition, a multiplication of medical journals or articles is not an end in itself, and
many of the periodicals included in the survey were of little or no interest as vehicles for
the communication of original biomedical information.
In a more recent s u r v e y ^ of the
language distribution of articles indexed in Biological Abstracts’ Chemical Abstracts， and
Index Medicus, 75 per cent, of the biological articles were in English, and just over 50 per
cent, of the chemical and medical articles.
For biology and chemistry, the second language
in order of frequency was Russian (10 per cent, and 23 per cent.), while French was the third
(3.0 per cent, and 7.3 per cent.), tying with German in the case of biology.
For medical
literature the order was different, German coming second (17.2 per cent.), with French third
(8.6 per cent.) and Russian fourth (5.6 per cent.).
A general conclusion of this study was that about half the world's output of scientific
literature was published in languages other than English.
Since World War II there has been an undoubted tendency for an increase in the use of
English as an international scientific language.
For example, of a total of 412 papers
published in a German-language journal of physiological chemistry, 49 were in English, 29 of
which were by German-speaking authors.^
Again, the 1970 volume of a monthly journal in
German on drug research (Arzneimittelforschung) contained many articles in English, not only
by English-speaking authors but by contributors from Argentina, Belgium, Colombia,
Czechoslovakia, the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Arab Republic.
The survey published in 1967 by the ICSU Abstracting Board 4 showed that 12 out of 25 French
biomedical journals included published material in English as well as in French.
A writer
in Le Monde of 8 June 1971 deplored the fact that in French scientific journals subsidized by
the Centre nationale de la Recherche scientifique as much as 60 per cent, of the content might
be in English.
Most of the major bibliographical tools of international importance to the biomedical
sciences - among which may be mentioned Biological Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts， Excerpta
Medica, and Index Medicus - are published in English.
Some observers have concluded that the tendency for English to replace Latin as an
international language of science will continue.
For example, a documentalist recently
conjectured: "A day may come when all that is important is published in English, as is the
case now in the Japanese scientific effort".^
1

CIOMS (1966) Medical terminology and lexicography, Basel/New York.
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However, the contrary view has been expressed that the present predominance of English
as a scientific language will not prevail.
In a Report to the President of the Uni ted
States of America, Rosenblum, Мл (1965) expressed the view that :
"The increase
English . . .
Consequently,
progressively

in research and development in countries which do not favour
is claiming an increasing portion of the body of scientific literature.
those who read only English may expect to be restricted to a
smaller share of the literature,"

It would be interesting to know what was the factual basis for this prophetic statement.
In a report1 made jointly by UNESCO and the International Council of Scientific Unions
it is conceded that English is the most common second language in non-English-speaking
countries, but stated that :
， . • the chances of securing international acceptance of English as the standard
language of science are in the present circumstances very poor
2
Be this as it may, it has been estimated that in the highly specialized field of nuclear
science, over 60 per cent, of the world1s literature is in English.
EURATOM, whose official
languages are Dutch', French, German and Italian, uses English, for purely pragmatic reasons,
as the "carrier language" for information storage and retrieval.
More recently, the
International Atomic Energy Agency agreed to use English as the indexing language for its
computerized International Nuclear Information Service.3
It can hardly be gainsaid that any worker in a fundamental branch of physical or
biological science is severely handicapped if he cannot read the current literature on his
own subject in English.
This is less true for clinical medicine, as for other applied
sciences, in which there are varying degrees of self-sufficiency in the major languages other
than English.
Very few published data are available on the ability of medical and other scientists
to study their subjects in foreign languages.
A survey made from the National Lending
Library for Science and Technology of the United Kingdom^ showed that, of 2355 scientists
replying to a questionnaire, 91.5 per cent, could read French with varying degrees of
difficulty, 66.5 per cent. German, and 10.3 per cent. Russian.
These figures are surprisingly
high, but need to be treated with some reserve, because rather less than half those to whom
the questionnaire was sent replied, and it may be the case that a large proportion of nonrepliers did not wish to reveal their ignorance of any foreign language.
A later study from the same source - "Survey of Medical Literature Borrowed from the
National Library for Science and Technology"5 - showed that 88.2 per cent, of the medical
literature borrowed was in English, 4.8 per cent, in German, 3.5 per cent, in French, 0.8 per
cent, in Russian (or other cyrillic-language literature), and 0.2 per cent, in Spanish.
Had
the survey been conducted in the United States of America, the use of Spanish-language
literature would doubtless have been substantially higher.

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the International
Council of Scientific Unions (1971) UNISIST/Study Report on the feasibility of a World Science
Information System, Paris.
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See section 5.2.5.
Wood, D. N. (1967) J. Doc” 23^ 117-130.
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At the request of its Commission permanente de la langue française, the "Association des
Universités partiellement ou entièrement de langue française" prepared and sent a questionnaire
on the use of languages by scholars, both in the humanities and in the natural sciences, to
French-speaking university faculties, departments or institutes, laboratories, and research
centres.
Of nearly a thousand replies received, over one-quarter referred to the biomedical
sciences.
For all subjects, the replies showed that 97.3 per cent, of French-speaking
workers in the natural sciences used publications in English.
By comparison, the usage of
other foreign languages was infinitesimal.
This survey also showed that many French-speaking
scientists used English not only in order to read the literature originally published in that
language, but also in order to have indirect access to work published originally in Russian
(50.6 per cent.), German (28.5 per cent.) or Japanese (21.0 per cent.).1
2

In a survey carried out in a German university 92 lecturers ("Dozenten") were asked to
grade 890 current medical periodicals from the point of view of their necessity for the
Library of the Faculty of Medicine.
Of the 50 periodicals most in demand, 26 were in the
English language and 24 in German.
"As far as the clinicians were concerned, the demand was mostly for German-language
periodicals, whereas in the case of the theoreticians the predominant demand was
for periodicials in English."
For all the journals considered, the language distribution was as follows:

%
English

48.3

German

29.2

Multilingual

16.1

French

4.6

Italian

0.9

Spanish

0.3

Russian

0.3

Other

0.3
100.0

Here again, considerable reservations are necessary in drawing conclusions from these
crude statistics.
For German-speaking physicians it is much easier to acquire a reading
knowledge of English than of the Romance languages or of Russian•
The figures, therefore,
reflect not only the importance of the contributions made in the various languages, but also
the linguistic abilities of the readers.
A special obstacle to international communications in the biomedical as in other sciences
is the difference between the Romance and Teutonic languages on the one hand and the Slavonic
languages on the other.
Tybulewicz^ estimates that the number of Russian-reading scientists
ranges "from 1 to 5 per cent, of the total community of Western scientists".
The abstracts
Synthèse des Résultats de 1'Enquête sur la langue des Ouvrages Scientifiques Utilisés
dans le Monde Francophone, Offprint from La Revue de la AUPELF (Association des Universités
partiellement ou entièrement de langue française), no date, 1970?.
2

3

Hardegg, W ” K8hler, C. & Wagner, C. (1966) Method. Inform, Med” 立，193-205.
1970, op. cit.
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of foreign medical literature published in Medicinskij Referativny Zurnal, and translations
into Russian of important medical works, are an important aid to Russian-speaking medical
scientists who do not read English.
Conversely, the secondary periodicals in English,
French, and German provide a similar service for non-Russian—speaking workers.
A remarkable post-war phenomenon has been the large number of Russian-language scientific
journals published as cover-to-cover English translations.
The first of these appeared in
the United States of America in 1949, and Tybulewicz estimates that no less than 208 Russianlanguage scientific journals are now published as full English translations, of which 172
in the United States of America, 35 in the United Kingdom and one in Canada.
4.

DISSEMINATION OF MEDICAL LITERATURE

As is the case with their production and sponsorship, there is a considerable difference
in the machinery of distribution of Russian-language books and those in Western European
languages•
In the USSR a list of books planned for the future is distributed widely throughout
the Union to libraries and booksellers.
It is on the basis of orders received that the pressrun is determined.
Later, a weekly printed list of forthcoming books, Novye Knigi, giving
particulars of the price and the press-run, is distributed.
This contains particulars of
books considerably in advance of their date of publication, and libraries and booksellers
usually order them in advance.
It may therefore happen that a book is out of print virtually
as soon as it is published, and the practice of reprinting or of issuing new editions is not
common except in the case of dictionaries.
Novye Knigi is also sent to foreign libraries and booksellers, and it is rarely possible
for them to obtain a copy of a book unless it has been ordered before publication.
Arrangements for the distribution of books and journals are the responsibility not of the
individual publishing organizations, but of a central distributing organization, ,fSojuzkniga".
For books in the English, French, German, and Spanish languages, there are no official
lists of all forthcoming books, and the general pattern is that national bibliographical
compilations are retrospective 一 i.e• they give particulars of books that have already been
published.
There is also a retrospective bibliography of books published in Russian.
However, individual publishers may announce forthcoming books in advance, and there is at
least one commercially-sponsored general list of forthcoming books in English.
It is rare
for books in those languages to go out of print soon after publication, and if the demand for
a book exceeds the publisher*a expectations, it is normally reprinted.
Although there is a multiplicity of publishers in developed countries in which the "book
industry" is non-governmental, distribution channels are usually well organized, and effective
distribution is aided by voluntary associations of publishers, special journals for the book
trade, advertisements and reviews in professional journals, and visits to booksellers by
commercial travellers.
In the developing countries, distribution is severely limited by the lack of a network of
retail outlets, inadequate postal and other communications, currency difficulties, and low
personal incomes.
It is a striking feature of the best of the scientific weeklies, fortnightlies or monthlies that they are to a large extent international both in content and distribution.
Some
contain contributions in the language of the publishing country from many other countries.
Others accept contributions in several different languages.
An analysis of 3387 scientific
communications published during the year 1966 in a general scientific weekly from the United
Kingdom publishing only in English showed that only 1140 originated from the country of
publication,1 while the remainder, constituting almost two-thirds of the total, came from
1

Nature, 1967, 213, 436.
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58 other countries.
The number of communications from countries with a national language
other than English was 730, 95 from countries wholly or partly French-speaking, 87 from
countries wholly or partly German-speaking, 55 from the Soviet Union, and 40 from Spanishspeaking countries.
Another general science journal in the English language, published in
the United States of America, stated in 1965 that it had 9186 subscribers outside the United
States of America, including 428 in France, 425 in Germany, 488 in Italy, 608 in Japan and
621 in the United Kingdom.1
The same journal stated (p. 590) that the total circulation of
Chemical Abstracts in 1963, the cost of which was then $ 1200 per annum, was 6759 subscriptions , o f which more than half were foreign.
These figures illustrate that when the scientific content of a journal attains a certain
level of excellence, linguistic considerations become of secondary importance, both in
attracting contributions and in determining distribution.
Apart from the ordinary machinery of paid annual subscriptions, exchanges between
journals are an important supplementary means of dissemination.
Journals associated with an
organization or society that has its own library naturally tend to view with more favour the
idea of establishing exchanges with other journals.
Finally, the posting of offprints of articles to other workers in the same field is
another important method of biomedical communication.
Many authors spontaneously send their
offprints to colleagues in their own and other countries.
Conversely, they may write to
other authors requesting offprints of papers that they have read, or to which they have seen
a reference•
The practice of making such requests by a printed postcard has often been
criticized, and it would seem that some such requests show little discrimination.
In an
analysis of 2500 reprint requests received for a series of seven articles, S, Poson &
J. S. Poson 2 found that 2381, or rather more than 95 per cent” of them were on printed cards.
A remarkable example of lack of discrimination was the "continuing requests for reprints"
addressed to "Dr Joseph Lister" at the University of Glasgow, when the British Medical Journal
reprinted in 1967, one hundred years after its original publication, his classic paper on
antisepsis.
Lister had then not been in a position to respond to reprint requests for 55
years.
5.

STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL OF PUBLISHED INFORMATION

With the constantly increasing volume of original biomedical literature, the part played
by the supporting services that are intermediate between the author and the reader, such as
libraries, published indexes, and abstracting journals becomes more and more indispensable,
for, except in a few super-specialized fields, no reader can keep pace with the important
literature in his subject without such aids.
The first position among those services is
occupied by the biomedical libraries, which, in turn, depend on the published indexes and
abstracting journals to aid them in literature searches.
While the direct use of abstracting
journals by biomedical scientists is, as has been shown by several surveys, considerable, their
use of published indexes - except of the "current contents" type - is often indirect, in that
it is rather the librarian who refers to the indexes in order to provide answers to inquiries.
The development of fully computerized indexing systems increases the dependence of the scientist
on the intermediate supporting services.
5,1

Libraries

No biomedical scientist or clinical specialist can hope to keep in touch with the
literature on his subject without access to a reasonably adequate library.
He will receive
as a member of one or more specialist societies, or will subscribe to, a very few journals,
but will need to consult many more.
With the rising costs of scientific journals, there is
an inevitable tendency for individual scientists to receive personal copies of fewer journals.
Thus, although membership of the American Chemical Society increased from 17 600 in 1933 to
113 400 in 1968, the number of members paying for individual subscriptions to the Society's
journals rose only from 17 600 to 40 000.^
Thus, in 25 years, the proportion of subscribing
members dropped from 100 per cent, to 37 per cent.
1
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The effective utilization of published biomedical information therefore tends to depend
very largely on the existence of an effective network of biomedical libraries with adequately
trained librarians and arrangements for interlibrary loans.
The main medical libraries may
be national and governmental, such as the National Library of Medicine in Bethesda, Md., or
the State Central Medical Library in Moscow; university, such as the Library of the Faculty of
Medicine in Paris； or of medical societies, such as those of the Royal Society of Medicine
in London or the Wiener Gesellschaft der Aerzte in Vienna.
In addition, each centre of medical research or teaching will need i,ts own more modest
medical library, which should be able to draw when necessary on the resources of the main
libraries.
Such peripheral libraries may be attached to faculties of medicine, to medical
research institutes, or to medical societies.
Conceptions of the role of the medical library and of medical librarians differ widely in
different countries.
In some, there is nation-wide co-operation of medical libraries through
a system of interlibrary loans, facilitated by union catalogues of holdings of periodicals and
through societies of medical librarians •
In such a setting, there is a dynamic conception of
medical librarianship, and the medical librarian is generally recognized as an important
auxiliary in the health team.
In other countries, the medical librarian is regarded rather
as a custodian than as a source of information and advice, and there is little interlibrary
co-operation.
There are also differing conceptions of access to the collections of medical libraries.
In some libraries, the whole collection is freely at the disposal of all users, whether they
be students or professors.
In others, access to the current journals is regarded mainly as
the prerogative of the teaching staff.
In some developed countries there is no overall lack of medical literature, but lack of
interlibrary co-operation prevents its full utilization.
Moreover, there are medical
faculties in which each department has its own library, there being no adequate central
medical library, or a central inventory of departmental collections, for the faculty as a
whole.
A special difficulty in some of the developing countries is that the librarian is required to replace lost books at his own expense.
Such a requirement hardly favours a
liberal lending policy•
As regards the periodical literature, the speed and relative cheapness of modern methods
of reprography open up the possibility for developing countries to operate efficiently with
small peripheral libraries possessing only a limited collection of core journals, obtaining
photocopies of articles in other journals from a central library.
The necessity for systematic classification of the non-serial publications of any medical
library hardly needs to be stressed.
Probably the classification used by medical libraries
in the greatest number of countries is the section on "Medical Sciences, Health and Safety" of
the Universal Decimal Classification.
This was originally derived from the Dewey Decimal
Classification, originated by Melvil Dewey in the United States of America in 1876.
Later,
two Belgian bibliographers, P, Otlet and H. La Fontaine, initiated a scheme for expanding and
amending the classification to provide a comprehensive classified index to all published
information.1
This scheme was adopted in 1895 by the newly-founded Institut International
de Bibliographie, an institute that ultimately became the International Federation for
Documentation, and which retains responsibility for what is now known as the Universal
Decimal Classification (UDC).
There are versions of the UDC in English, French, and German,
while abridged editions exist in Spanish and several other languages.

1

5.
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The principle of the UDC is illustrated by the following example of progressive
specificity:
61

Medical Sciences,

Health and Safety

616 Disease.
Pathology and Medicine
616.9 Infectious diseases
616.98
Specific infections
616.988
Virus infections
616.988.2
Neurotropic
616.988.21
Rabies
A special feature of the UDC is that it can be used not only for books, but for the
classification of articles in journals.
This does not apply to any of the specifically
medical classifications mentioned below, the purpose of which is to facilitate the orderly
arrangement and the location of books in libraries.
There are several classifications specifically designed for medical libraries, of which
the best known are the National Library of Medicine classification, of the United States of
America, which has now been translated into French and adopted by many French medical libraries,
the Boston Medical Library Classification, and the Cunningham Classification.
The classification used in the Library of the WHO headquarters is that of Barnard, which was specifically
designed for a library of public health.^
5.2

Computer-based systems

The advent of the electronic digital computer has had a dramatic effect in the field of
information storage and retrieval.
While the process of indexing the content of articles in
journals is as laborious and time-consuming as it ever was, if not more so, the possibilities
of exploitation of a computerized bibliographical data bank are virtually unlimited.
Once
the data have been stored, they can rapidly be put to multiple uses.
For example, they can
be printed out in the form of: periodical indexes covering entire subject fields such as
biology, chemistry, or medicine; cumulations of such indexes at annual or other intervals;
recurrent bibliographies on special subjects； and ad hoc, or "demand", bibliographies,
restricted if required by language and/or year of publication, in response to highly specific
requests for information.
5.2.1

MEDLARS

The pioneer of computerized indexing of biomedical literature is the Medical Literature
Analysis and Retrieval System (MEDLARS) of the National Library of Medicine of the United
States of America, which first became operative in 1964.2
The MEDLARS data bank is used not
only to producé the monthly Index Medicus and annual Cumulated Index Medicus but also a monthly
Abridged Index Medicus, the annual Medical Subject Headings and List of Journals Indexed in
Index Medicus, a Monthly Bibliography of Medical Reviews and 24 "Recurring Bibliographies",
of which 9 are monthly, 2 bimonthly, 8 quarterly, and 5 annual.
Two of these recurring
bibliographies (Toxicity Bibliography and Selected References on Environmental Quality as it
Relates to Health) are published by the National Library of Medicine (NLM), but all the others
are printed and distributed by nonprofit professional organizations and by other government
agencies with which tfie NLM co-operates.

1

Barnard, С. С., A Classification for Medical and Veterinary Libraries, 2nd ed.,
London, 1955.
2
US National Library of Medicine, The Medlars Story at the National Library of Medicine,
^ashingtory7, 1963; Austin, C. J., Medlars 1963-1967, Bethesda^Md.^ 1968; US National
Library of Medicine, The Principles of Medlars, Bethesda, Md.,
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In addition, the MEDLARS data bank is used for retrospective literature searches - or
"demand searches" - on specific subjects in response to requests from members of the biomedical
community, and for published literature searches on subjects of wide interest.
In the fiscal
year 1971, 18 000 demand searches were completed in the United States of America.
As of 1 July 1971, 2158 biomedical journals were being indexed to provide the input for
MEDLARS, and in 1970 the Index Medicus contained particulars of over 220 000 articles.
The
1970 Cumulated Index Medicus occupies over 9000 pages.
The total MEDLARS operation is becoming increasingly decentralized by the establishment
outside the National Library of Medicine of MEDLARS Service Centres which use MEDLARS magnetic
tapes and contribute part of the indexing input to the MEDLARS data bank.
Several such centres
are now in operation in the United States of America and four in Europe (France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom), and more recently centres have been
established in Australia, Canada and Japan.
A MEDLARS Service Centre has been established
at the WHO headquarters.
5.2.2

Excerpta Medica

Reference has already been made to Excerpta Medica in section 2.1.2.
Since October 1968,
all the 40 sections of this abstracting service have been produced by a computer, and additional
data are stored, such as citations of articles that have not been abstracted.
More than 3400
biomedical journals provide the source material for the abstracting journals and for the
Excerpta Medica data bank, for which the annual input is approximately 250 000 citations to
journal articles, of which 130 000 are accompanied by abstracts.
The computerization of the Excerpta Medica system opens up the possibility of multiple
modalities of exploitation of the data bank, both by reference to subject and to different
levels of bibliographical completeness (for example, citations to journal articles only, or
citations with abstracts where such are included in the data bank)•
The system can also be
used for retrospective literature searches, or in contemporary jargon, for SDI (Selective
Dissemination of Information) services.
Two specific by-products of the Excerpta Medica data bank are DRUGDOC, or the Excerpta
Medica Comprehensive Drug Literature Computer Tape Service, and the published Drug Literature
Index, both of which are primarily intended to meet the needs of the pharmaceutical industry.
The Headquarters of Excerpta Medica is in Amsterdam, but it also has offices in Princeton,
London,
Geneva and Tokyo.
»
5.2.3

Biosciences Information�Service (BIOSIS)

The chief product of BIOSIS is the fortnightly Biological Abstracts.
While the abstracts
themselves are not yet produced by computer, their indexes are computer-generated.
These
include the B.A.S.I.C. (Biological Abstracts Subjects in Context) index, an author index, the
Biosystematic Index, and the CROSS (Computerized Re-arrangements of Special Subjects) index.
The gain in time through mechanization is impressive, for all four of these indexes are
cumulated and republished within four weeks of the completion of a volume of Biological
Abstracts as the Annual Cumulative Index,
Biological Abstracts (BA) publishes more than 135 000 abstracts annually.
In addition,
BIOSIS publishes the monthly Bio Research Index (Biol), which lists articles not covered by
Biological Abstracts.
Abstracts of Mycology and Abstracts of Entomology are products of the
combination of current issues of Biological Abstracts and Bioresearch Index.
BIOSIS also
offers, on a subscription basis, information retrieval services based on its computerized
indexes.
In addition to retrospective services, it offers current awareness services
(C.L.A.S.S.), as well as special bibliographies and group profile products.
It also offers
by subscription copies of magnetic tapes services called BA Previews, which provide to the
subscriber the citation and indexing information for every reference announced in BA and Biol
each year.
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5.2.4

Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS)

The American Chemical Society's Chemical Abstracts Service is the oldest of the large
computer-based information systems.
With a coverage of more than 300 000 bibliographic items
annually, it also is the biggest.
In 1961, CAS started publishing Chemical Titles by computer
and a year later the first tapes from the data bank were made available to subscribers.
Presently the complete citations for all bibliographic items abstracted in Chemical Abstracts
are issued in computer-readable form as are the contents of the semiannual subject indexes.
Processing of abstracts is being computerized, and the text of abstracts in 17 of the 80
subject sections of Chemical Abstracts will be available on tape beginning in January 1972.
CAS also is developing the Chemical Registry System, a collection of computer-searchable
information on the structures, names, and sources of published information for the chemical
substances indexed in Chemical Abstracts.
This data bank now contains information on some
1.8 million different substances.
It should be noted that while CAS publications are sold
on a subscription basis, the tape services and the microform edition of CA are available for
lease only,
As with MEDLARS, decentralization has started, and the tendency is toward an international
network.
CAS is co-operating with various information services in countries other than the
United States of America.
The Chemical Society, representing the U.K. Consortium on Chemical
Information, and the Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker of the Federal Republic of Germany, whose
venerable Chemisches Zentralblatt (founded in 1830) has recently been discontinued, are
currently providing input to the Chemical Abstracts data store, and three or four additional
input centres are likçly to be established.
Associated with them will be 50 or more output
centres around the world, where the data banks compiled by CAS can be searched.
Twenty-one
centres in North America and Europe at present are providing such search services.
5.2.5

Programme Appliqué à la Compilation Automatique de la Littérature (PASCAL)

PASCAL is the acronym for the automated information retrieval system of the Documentation
Centre of the Centre national de la Recherche scientifique of France.
Its data bank is that
used for the production by computer of the Bulletin Signalétique,1 and serves to provide on
request not only retrospective literature searches but also monthly lists of current references
relevant to specified interest profiles.
5.2.6

International Nuclear Information System (INIS)

The International Nuclear Information System was established by the International Atomic
Energy Agency.
It was proposed in 1965 and, following a series of international discussions,
was approved by the Board of Governors of IAEA early in 1969.
It is the first computerized
information system to adopt complete decentralization of input as a starting point, rather
than as an ultimate goal.
INIS started to become operational in May 1970 with the appearance of the first number
of the monthly INIS Atomindex, one of the main sections of which is on "HEALTH AND SAFETY",
and includes subsections on Radiation Hazards, Safety Evaluations, Safety Standards, and
Radiation Protection.
It was decided not to cover radiotherapy or radiodiagnostics.
Both
conventional literature, i.e. journal articles and commercially available books, and nonconventional literature, such as theses, patents, conference papers and technical reports
are entered into the system, the latter being a particularly frequent means of dissemination of
information in nuclear science.

1 See section 2.1.2.
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INIS is a work-sharing system.
Each participating member state undertakes to provide
input for all literature within the system's scope published in its geographical area.
The
following data are supplied for every item: 1.
Bibliographical description, 2.
Set of
keywords, 3.
Abstract, 4.
Full text of non-conventional publications.
Countries with
computer facilities are supplying items 1 and 2 above in machine-readable form (magnetic or
paper tape).
Where this is not possible, input is submitted on typewritten worksheets and
transferred to tape by the Agency.
Items 3 and, where applicable, 4 are supplied either
on microfiche or as hard copy, in which case they are filmed by the Agency.
Subject control
is exercised through an adaptation of the EURATOM thesaurus, English being the only
indexing language.
Abstracts may be supplied in either of several languages, one of which
must be a working language of the IAEA (English, French, Russian, Spanish).
Full texts
are supplied in the original version.
The output of INIS includes magnetic tapes supplied to participating governments and
organizations； INIS Atomindex; abstracts on microfiche; and full texts on microfiche of
non-conventional literature.
INIS is a unique example of intergovernmental co-operation in the creation and operation
of a scientific information system.
Whether the performance of such a highly decentralized
system will reach the desired standard will depend, quantitatively, on the willingness of the
participants to co-operate fully and to attain a comprehensive coverage of the literature,
and qualitatively, on the feasibility of achieving without tight central control a high degree
of consistency of input.
5.2.7

International Information System on Agricultural Sciences and Technology (AGRIS)

The establishment, under the aegis of FAO, of a worldwide system of information on
agricultural sciences and technology was recommended by a Panel of Experts, and an AGRIS
Study Team has recently completed a "System Design’’ study for it.
AGRIS will most probably consist of a "Level One" (a comprehensive worldwide current
awareness service on documents in agriculture and allied fields), and a "Level Two" (a network
of specialized information services and documentation centres, providing "secondary services"
such as abstracts, depth indexing, annual reviews, etc.).
5.2.8

Special systems

All the systems so far mentioned in this section are comprehensive, in that they cover
all medicine, all biology, all chemistry, or all nuclear science - in the last case with the
two exceptions mentioned (radiotherapy and radiodiagnostics).
There are in addition a number
of special systems covering in much greater depth a small segment of a major discipline.
An
example of these is:
5.2.8.1

Système Automatique de Bibliographie, d1Information et de Recherche en Cancer
(SABIR-C)

This system has been developed by a cancer research institute - the Institut GustaveRoussy, Villejuif, France - to obtain answers to ad hoc bibliographic inquiries, to provide
recurring bibliographies to individual institutions or scientists, and to publish a monthly
index to the current literature on cancer research.1'^
As from January 1971, this index
will be published as section 351 of the Bulletin signalétique.

1

Rimbert, D., Reversât, J. P. & Wolff-Terroine, M. (1970) Proceedings of the third
international congress on medical librarianship, Amsterdam, 172-7.
2

Wolf f-Terroine, M. (1970) Bull. Bibl, France, 15^, 169-76.
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A basic principle of th© system is that its input is screened, indexed, and to some extent
evaluated1 by scientific specialists in the various subjects.
Most of these specialists
are workers in the clinical and research departments of the Institut Gustave-Roussy, but .
international collaboration is being sought in respect of literature in languages that are
not the major languages of science, but in which significant contributions are made.
A unique feature of SABIR-C is that it includes not only all important concepts in
cancerology, with indications of their interrelationships, but that the controlled vocabulary
is trilingual.
Thus, both input and output can be in either English, French, or German.
The input of SABIR-C is derived from some 800 current periodicals, supplemented by
citations selected from Current Contents and articles received from external collaborators.
These sources provide an annual input of about 20 000 citations, and the time-lag between the
reception of a periodical by the Institut and the incorporation into the system of a selected
article is estimated at six weeks#
5.2.8.2

Index Radiohygienicus

Index Radiohygienicus is a computer-generated current bibliography of world literature on
radiation hygiene and the biological effects of ionizing radiations•
It is published by the
Institute of Radiation Hygiene of Prague, Czechoslovakia, using a Soviet Minsk 22 computer,
and was started in i965.
Two volumes of five numbers each are published every year, and the
total annual number of items is approximately 9000.
Th© Index Radiohygienicus is published
entirely in English, titles of articles in other languages being given only in English translation.
Each issue consists of three parts: a bibliography, containing names of authors,
titles (in English) of articles or books, abbreviated titles of journals, and addresses of
first authors when available; a Key-Word-in-Context (KWIC) index;3 and an author index.
Each entry in the bibliography bears an individual serial number, the number of the issue of
Index Radiohygienicus, and two letters, one indicating the type of publication - book, chapter
of a book, journal article, patent specification, technical report, or dissertation - and the
other the language of the original publication.
5.2.9

World Scientific Information System (UNISIST)

In January 1967, a joint working party of the International Council of Scientific Unions
(ICSU) and UNESCO met to give preliminary consideration to the feasibility of a World Scientific
Information System, to which the short title UNISIST, which is neither an abbreviation nor an
acronym, was given.
After the meeting of the working party a Central ICSU/UNESCO Committee
was established, as also several working groups and an Advisory Panel.
The main emphasis in
this scheme is to ensure co-operation and compatibility between the major computerized
scientific information systems of all countries.5
The Central Committee held its last
meeting in 1970, and this was followed by an Intergovernmental Conference for the Establishment
of a World Science Information System (UNISIST), convened by UNESCO in Paris in October 1971,
at which over 70 Member States of UNESCO were represented.
The conference recommended6
1

The standard indexing card provides for an appraisal of the degree of interest of an
article.
2
Tumora, M. (1970) Proceedings of the third international congress on medical
librarianship, Amsterdam, 359-64.
3
See section 5.2 9 9 #
4
The UNISIST Study Report on the feasibility of a World Science Information System
(p. 21, Paris, 1971) gives the following explanation of the etymology of what is called the
"trade name" UNISIST:
it is meant to connote phonetically the part which the organizations
of the United Nations (UN...) should take in promoting a worldwide system (•••SIST) of
information, both scientific and technical (•••1ST)".
5

Smith, J. B. (1970) Aslib Proc., 22, 395-8.
Document UNISIST/DR/l5/Rev.2.
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unanimously, with one abstention, that the Director-General of UNESCO should make provision
in his programme proposals to the UNESCO General Conference for 1973-1974 for:
An Intergovernmental Conference, to be convened "periodically" to "approve a long-term
plan for UNISIST, and to review and evaluate the progress of the UNISIST programme";
A Steering Committee of 18 to 23 members, representing as many Member States of UNESCO
to "supervise and, when necessary, revise the priorities of the programme within the framework
of the long-term plan of action approved by the General Conference of UNESCO on the advice of
the Intergovernmental Conference";
An Advisory Committee of scientists, engineers and information specialists "to assess
periodically the ability of the UNISIST programme to meet the needs of, and provide services
to, the world's communities of scientists, engineers and technologists, and to report its
findings to the Director-General and give advice to the Steering Committee as deemed
necessary,,；
A "permanent secretariat of UNISIST" within the secretariat of UNESCO "responsible for
the preparation and implementation of measures concerning the creation and the development
of UNISIST".
5.2 # 10

Special coinpu ter-generated indexes

The use of the electronic computer for bibliographic purposes has resulted in the
development of two new types of index, both of which originated in the United States of
America.
The first of these is the Key-Word-in-Context (KWIC) index, in which the key-words
in the title of an article are permuted and printed out alphabetically.
Thus, in a typical
KWIC index1 an article on:
HYPOXIA and PULMONARY ARTERIAL PRESSURE IN THE RABBIT
is considered to have the four key-words, of which the first letters have been underlined.
In the KWIC index, these would appear in the right-hand column:
under A as:
HYPOXIA AND PULMONARY

ARTERIAL PRESSURE IN THE RABBIT

URE IN THE RABBIT

HYPOXIA AND PULMONARY ARTERIAL PRESS

ABBIT HYPOXIA AND

PULMONARY ARTERIAL PRESSURE IN THE R

RTERIAL PRESSURE IN THE

RABBIT HYPOXIA AND PULMONARY A

under H as:

under P as:

and under R as:

In the above example, the full title is included in the citations, but when a title is
too long to be accommodated in a single line of print-out, the characters that would have
occupied the extreme left and right are omitted.
Both the SABIR-C and the B.A.SЛ.C. indexes,
and many others, are of the KWIC type.

1

Air Pollution Titles (19é9), 5, No. 6.
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Another special computer-generated index, of which there is as yet only one example, is
the Science Citation Index (SCI).
This is a calendar-year index to the scientific literature,
and published by the Institute for Scientific Information, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
SCI has
three basic sections: the Citation Index， the Source Index, and the Permuterm Subject Index.
It is published quarterly, and cumulated annually and quinquennially.
The Citation Index is an alphabetic list, arranged by first author, of references given
in bibliographies and footnotes of source articles, each reference followed by brief
descriptions (citations) of the source articles which have cited it,
.
The Source Index gives a complete bibliographic description of all source items processed
for the SCI•
Items are arranged alphabetically by first author; all coauthors are crossreferenced to first authors.
The Source Index contains a Corporate Index in which citations
of source items are arranged by the organizational affiliations of their authors.
The Permuterm Subject Index is an alphabetic subject index derived from words in the
titles of source articles#
Every significant word in a title is paired with all other
significant words, and references made from each pair to the author of a source article.
The Science Citation Index represents a relatively new method of organizing the contents
of a collection of documents in a way that overcomes many of the shortcomings of more
traditional indexin'g methods.
The primary advantage of citation indexing is that it
identifies relationships between documents that are often overlooked in a subject index.
A
secondary advantage is that the compilation of citation indexes is especially well-suited to
the use of man-machine indexing methods that do not require indexers who are subject specialists
This helps to make citation indexes more current than most other indexes.
Furthermore,
citations, that are bibliographic descriptions of documents, are not vulnerable to scientific
and technical obsolescence, as are the terms used in subject indexes.
Citation indexing is based on the simple concept that an author1 s references to previously
recorded information identify much of the earlier work that is pertinent to the subject of his
present document.
These references are commonly called citations, and a citation index is a
structured list of all the citations in a given collection of documents.
Such lists are
usually arranged so that the cited document is followed by the citing documents.

